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“The right words at the right time can save lives”
(Sellnow, Iverson and Sellnow, 2017)

1. Summary
In the United Kingdom’s House of Commons in 1854, a Member of Parliament stood up and
made the suggestion that recent scientific advances might allow the weather in the city to
be known ‘twenty-four hours in advance’. The House broke into uproar and laughter - the
idea was considered utterly preposterous. But with thousands of lives being lost in the
country every year as a result of storms, by 1861 storm warnings were being wired to ports
using the new telegraph system. As a by-product of this, the Meteorological Office charged
with producing the warnings also sent a ‘weather forecast’ to the newspapers, saying
“Prophecies and predictions they are not...the term forecast is strictly applicable to such an
opinion as is the result of scientific combination and calculation.” (The Weather Book: A
Manual of Practical Meteorology (Fitzroy, 1863)).
Fitzroy, the father of the weather forecast, regularly replied to his critics in the media (who
were usually complaining that bad weather had not been forecast) and had to deal with
scepticism from scientific colleagues about his methods, funding problems from
government, and complaints from those who lost business as a result of false alarms in the
warnings. Tragically he killed himself as a result, only a few years after initiating the
forecasting project, never seeing the weather forecast become a ubiquitous part of life
worldwide.
Operational earthquake forecasting today finds itself in a rather similar position. We cannot
tell whether, in 100 years’ time, seismic forecasts will be as accurate and useful as forecasts
of the weather became, but we can learn from the experience of fields such as meteorology
and storm forecasting that have wrestled with many of the problems of communicating
uncertain, dynamic, geographically variable, probabilistic information. In this report we aim
to draw together the collective experience of multiple different fields, gathered through
reviewing the academic literature and speaking to practitioners and researchers in a range
of fields, whom we thank for their generous time and assistance.
Hopefully by learning from collective experience we can avoid repeating mistakes and
develop inbuilt resilience to the pressures and criticisms that will inevitably fall on those
who try to forecast.

27/11/2020
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An early weather forecast format from the UK’s Meteorological Office.
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2. What makes ‘good risk communication’
good?

What information do people want? What information do people need? And how can we
best communicate that information?
These are the opening questions we all ask ourselves when starting to design
communication material - but the problem with forecasts of potential disasters is that there
is so much complexity: not just to the information, but to the uncertainty around them and
to the psychological reactions of people receiving the information.
The field of ‘risk communication’ has been grappling with many of these aspects for some
time. Risk communication can be defined as “any purposeful exchange of information about
health or environmental risks between interested parties (Covello, von winterfeldt and
Slovic, 1986). In this section we summarise some of the useful terminology, concepts and
findings from the field of psychology and risk communication and how they relate to the
specific problems of communicating earthquake forecasts.

2.1.

Thinking about communication

There is a fairly simple model that dates right back to the 1940s and a researcher called
Laswell (Lasswell, 1948), which is useful when studying communication:
WHO communicates WHAT, in WHAT FORM, TO WHOM, to WHAT EFFECT?
Of course, the real world of the media is far more complex, containing multiple
intermediaries (Gladwin et al., 2009), but breaking the elements of communication down in
such a simple form like this allows us to be more specific about the variables involved and to
clearly specify what combination we’re actually studying.
The final part of this model – ‘to what effect’ – is the dependent variable, the thing that we
are measuring, and defining what we measure and what we count as ‘success’ can be
difficult to define.
For communicators who want to change people’s behaviour – such as emergency messaging
to evacuate – the desired effect is relatively clear and can be measured (‘how many people
would evacuate?’ or, even better ‘how many people DID evacuate?’).
For communicators who purely want to inform their audience, to ensure that they
understand the likelihood and potential impact of an event for which there is not an
obvious, overwhelming ‘right decision’ (for example, informing policy-makers of long-term
seismic hazard so that they can determine what sorts of planning policies are appropriate),
measuring the desired outcome is more difficult. We can test whether they remember the
numbers we have told them, but that tells us very little about their perception and
understanding of what those numbers represent.
27/11/2020
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2.2.

Risk and risk perception

“Risk does not exist independent of our minds and culture”, (Slovic, 1992) p690
Imagine, for example, that someone had a 10% risk of dying from COVID-19 if they caught
it. One in ten of people like them would die.
Imagine that risk applied to your child. That ‘1 in 10’ figure would feel horrifying. One could
imagine awful scenes at school with several children per class potentially dying.
Now imagine that that risk applied to your 95 year old, very ill mother (a much more
realistic scenario, incidentally, as a 10% risk is high). ‘1 in 10’ people like her dying of COVID
if they catch it would be very sad, of course, but not a shocking surprise. That 10% feels
somehow different.
Thus there is an important distinction to be made between a risk and the perception of
it. Whilst you can use objective calculations and expert assessment to calculate hazard and
exposure, risk perception itself is a mental construct that combines this objective “real risk”
with its subjective, perceptual evaluation (Sjöberg, 2000; Rosa, 2003). As such, perceived
risk may differ substantially from expert assessments of “real risk” ((Starr, 1969; Slovic,
Fischhoff and Lichtenstein, 1982)), and this perceived risk is not ‘wrong’ if it varies from the
numerical, calculated absolute risk as long as it is not based on a misunderstanding of that
absolute risk.
This was a classic mistake made early in research into risk communication: judgements of
risk were assumed to be made in line with ‘expected utility’ (i.e. people should ‘do the
maths’ and that would give ‘the right decision to make’ in order to maximise or minimise a
particular outcome) ((von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944; Edwards, 1954; Jeffrey,
1983)). Where judgements were irrational, it was assumed that this was due to lack of
knowledge about the situation or subject; a framework known as the ‘knowledge deficit
model’. It meant that people concentrated mainly on ‘reducing the knowledge deficit’ trying to ‘educate’ people with more and better information about the risk under
consideration (Millet et al., 2020).
Instead, it’s more useful to think about risk as having different components. When talking
about natural hazards it is sometimes formally conceptualised as:
Risk = hazard x exposure x vulnerability
Here, the hazard is a manmade or natural event that has the potential to cause harm, and
encompasses both how big the event is (severity), and how often it occurs
(likelihood). Exposure relates to what elements are at risk from the hazard in question, and
their density (for example is it people, agriculture, buildings etc). Finally, vulnerability
relates to the characteristics of the exposed elements that makes them susceptible to
damage by the hazard in question (Doyle and Potter, 2015).
27/11/2020
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Vulnerability may be physical (the potential for physical impact on the built environment or
the population), social (the response of individuals or groups to the hazard), economic
(direct or indirect economic costs) or systemic (the disruption to delivery of services such as
telecommunication or power) and is defined differently by researchers in different fields
(Geoscience Australia, 2020).
The magnitude of these three components of risk can vary depending on the space and time
over which each is considered - and that, of course, depends on who the audience is. For
example, a national policy maker might be interested in time frames similar to the term of
their office, and over a nationally representative area; a local government official might be
interested in a smaller geographical region only; a building manager might only be
interested in the risk as it applies to their specific building, but might be interested in a
much longer time frame if the lifecycle of the building is, say 50 years.
The vulnerability component is the one that is perhaps the most subjective and difficult to
quantify. Whilst it is easy to start trying to think of risks simply as numbers, it is clear when
you consider how you might define the vulnerability of a person or a society that risks are
not an objective, numerical concept.
The effect of human psychology and sociology on people’s individual concepts and
perceptions of a risk therefore have multiple components – and it is important to have an
overview of these when considering how best to communicate risk and hazard information.
2.2.1.

How we understand factual information

We are limited in how much information we can process. Research suggests we are capable
of storing just 3-4 “chunks” of information at any one time (e.g. (Shiffrin and Nosofsky,
1994; Doumont, 2002; Kane and Engle, 2003). Whilst quality of decisions increases with
information available initially, after a certain point adding more information reduces
performance (Chewning and Harrell, 1990). Thus simply providing more information does
not always lead to better comprehension or higher quality decision making, especially in
people who are less numerate (Peters, 2008)
Cognitive psychologists got excited about researching how we decide what information to
pay attention to and base our ideas on.
We all use ‘cognitive heuristics’, shortcuts that focus on key pieces of information and
ignore others (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974b). These generally help us make quick
decisions, and can sometimes lead to more ‘rational’ judgements than a more deliberative
process might (Gigerenzer and Brighton, 2009). However, heuristic thinking can be subject
to predictable biases and result in ‘irrational’ judgements and decisions, including
misperceptions of risk or failing to prepare or react in the way most likely to protect
ourselves from harm e.g. (Van Vugt, Griskevicius and Schultz, 2014; van der Linden, 2017).
A few relevant biases include:
• ‘Availability bias’: things that are ‘near the front of your mind’ seem more likely. For
example, people often take out insurance against an event after it has happened
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1973).
27/11/2020
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•
•

•

•

‘Normalisation bias’: related to the availability bias, what we have experienced in the
past seems the most likely outcome in the future, making us less responsive to
varying levels of risk (Mileti and O’Brien, 1992).
‘Anchoring bias’: the first piece of information we hear about a topic tends to have
more weight than subsequent information, which is interpreted in the light of what
we’d previously heard (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974a).
‘Confirmation bias’ and ‘motivated reasoning’: we tend to look for and better
remember information that confirms what we always thought, and not like
information that challenges our prior beliefs; and we interpret evidence to suit the
decisions we already want to make (Kunda, 1990).
‘Optimism bias’: we tend to think bad things are unlikely to happen to us (Sharot,
2011).

The more cognition is “overloaded” by the provision of too much information, the more
likely we are to rely on these cognitive heuristics, and potentially fall foul of their biases
when processing information and making decisions. Since stress uses up cognitive resources
(Qin et al., 2009) we may be even more challenged in our information processing
capabilities during the crisis phase of disasters, and more susceptible to these biases in
judgement and decision making.
Rather like visual illusions, it’s popular to show examples of where people have reacted to
hazards in irrational ways, for example discounting certain risks such as not preparing for
hurricanes despite living in high risk areas e.g., (Baker et al., 2012; Ricchetti-Masterson and
Horney, 2013).
Psychologists like to separate the mental short-cuts of ‘heuristics’ from more in-depth
‘sitting down and thinking about it’ and call this ‘dual-process’ thinking (Evans, 2003, 2008,
2011; Evans and Stanovich, 2013), commonly known through the book ‘Thinking Fast and
Slow’ (Kahneman, 2011). They call the fast, heuristics “Type I” processing and the slower,
more reflective thinking “Type II”. Communications might be designed either to minimise
biases whilst accepting that people are going to be using ‘Type I’ everyday thinking (e.g. the
design of a weather app for people to glance at), or they might try to encourage ‘Type II’
thinking (e.g. the design of a report for policy-makers who have the time to make a
considered decision). Of course, decisions and conclusions from either kind of thinking are
not necessarily ‘better’ than each other. Type II thinking is capacity-limited (Baddeley,
1992), but it might also encourage us to try to exclude some of our natural emotions and
experience, which can be important when making decisions and taking action (Peters and
Slovic, 2000).

2.2.2.

The effect of feelings and experiences

As research has progressed over the last 50 years, it has become clear how important a role
our emotions (what psychologists call “affect”) and experience have to play in our
perception of and response to a risk.
One aspect of this is the feelings that are evoked by the idea of the risk itself. Evidence
suggests that we are influenced by two key psychological dimensions: “dread” risk, which
describes hazards that are characterised by lack of control, feelings of dread and perceived
27/11/2020
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catastrophic potential, and “unknown” risk, which describes hazards that are unobservable,
unknown, new or delayed in consequence (Fischhoff et al., 1978; Slovic, Fischhoff and
Lichtenstein, 1981; Peters and Slovic, 1996).
Our feelings about a risk play a vital role in our in information-seeking and processing. Our
experience and associated emotions interact with and moderate more deliberative,
cognitive assessments of risk (Loewenstein et al., 2001; Slovic et al., 2004). This idea of “risk
as feelings” is perhaps best described by what is called the “affect heuristic”, whereby
people judge the riskiness of hazards based on a pool of positive or negative emotions they
associate with that hazard (Finucane et al., 2000; Slovic et al., 2007). Under the affect
heuristic, judgements of risk may be expected to be influenced by whether or not an
individual has had experience with that hazard, and in turn what the emotional nature of
that experience was; the more experience one has had, the more positive or negative “tags”
that particular hazard has and the greater the influence of that experience on risk
perception (Damasio, 1994). The more negative tags associated with a risk, the more risky
that thing is perceived to be (Damasio, 1994).
There have been many studies examining the effect of experience on perceptions of and
behaviours regarding hazards in a practical sense. For example, several studies have shown
that those who have a higher perception of the risk, and have directly experienced hazards,
tend to seek out mediated information (such as news broadcasts) and are more likely to
take precautionary measures than people who have never experienced them before (Dash
and Gladwin, 2007; Armstrong, Cain and Hou, 2020). Furthermore, there is evidence that
those who have had even indirect hazard experience tend to have an emergency plan
(Maduz et al., 2019). However it is also possible that those who have experienced a mild
form of a hazard event may be more likely to underestimate the potential danger of such a
hazard. This could be because of “normalization bias”, (Mileti and O’Brien, 1992) when
people interpret the impact of the event they have experienced as the norm and do not
appreciate how much worse, (or better!), such an event can be (e.g. having experienced a
mild earthquake, not realising what a really intense one could be like or vice versa).
Over time, people begin to forget about their experience (what’s been called “half-time of
oblivion” (Wagner, 2004)). When the salience of a hazard lessens, there is a concern that
people can become less information-seeking (Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner, 2009). This
might be particularly problematic for the communication of high impact low probability
events such as earthquakes, where even though the impact of the event can potentially be
catastrophic, the frequency of the event is low and thus easy to forget with the passing of
time.
On top of all that, in some circumstances we seem to behave as though we have limited
emotional resources (Linville and Fischer, 1991). This idea was been expanded into a ‘finite
pool of worry’ theory – that there’s only so much that we can worry about at any one time
(Hansen, Marx and Weber, 2004), although the COVID-19 pandemic provides evidence that
worry about COVID-19 did not decrease worry about other hazards (A. L. J. Freeman,
Schneider, et al., 2020; Sisco et al., 2020), only distract attention. We shouldn’t, though, try
to ‘make people worry’ about things that it is unreasonable to expect them to worry about
given their other concerns, and higher levels of risk perception do not necessarily translate
into protective action – there are so many other factors that again continue to act.
27/11/2020
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2.2.3.

The role of trust and authorities

When we hear messages, our level of trust in the institutions communicating to us has an
influence on our response to the messages (Slovic, 1993). People tend to place trust in those
they believe to be knowledgeable about a particular risk and who are willing to share
accurate information about it (Earle and Cvetkovich, 1995; Slovic, 1999, 2000; Siegrist and
Cvetkovich, 2000; Lang and Hallman, 2005; Coles and Hirschboeck, 2020). Indeed trust in
both information and its source have been shown to be important influences on the
adoption of preventative behaviours for a hazard event (Paton, 2007; Morss et al., 2016).
Naturally, people are more likely to act on information from trusted authorities (Siegrist and
Zingg, 2014). Those who do not have personal knowledge about the issue at hand tend to
rely on trust in authorities more (Siegrist and Cvetkovich, 2000). Not surprisingly,
information coming from a responsible authority (Bean et al., 2015) or even better a central
federal agency is more likely to be an object of trust with a large proportion of the
population (Maduz et al., 2019). Trust in a particular institution may be lost if it is perceived
to be removed from extreme events and regular, daily situations (Parker and Handmer,
1998; Savadori et al., 2004), potentially leading to people seeking information from
alternative sources in which they place higher trust (Mileti, 1995; Parker and Handmer,
1998; Coles and Hirschboeck, 2020). (The definition of, and components of, trust is another
large area of study, but it broadly encompasses judgements on expertise and motivation &
integrity).
Research suggests that users’ trust in disaster warning apps can be influenced by perceived
quality (Karl, Rother and Nestler, 2015), reliability (Kaufhold et al., 2018) and privacy and
security (Fischer, Putzke-Hattori and Fischbach, 2019), whilst user perceptions and uptake of
hazard technologies, and the extent to which they follow behavioural advice provided in
warnings by them, is influenced by how trustworthy they perceive the app to be (Siegrist
and Cvetkovich, 2000; Kotthaus, Ludwig and Pipek, 2016; Appleby-Arnold et al., 2019).

However, there are additional barriers to action on a message – one of which appears to be
that some people expect the authorities to protect them and do not perceive disaster
preparation to be their own responsibility (making sure to have their own preparations in
case an event occurs)(Scolobig, De Marchi and Borga, 2012). Trust, then, can be a negative
as well as a positive in terms of encouraging preparedness.
2.2.4.

The influence of the media, society and culture

We do not receive and react to information in a vacuum. Humans are essentially social
animals, and a lot of our behaviour is affected by our social values and the perceptions of
others.
The ‘Social Amplification of Risk Framework’ (Renn et al., 1992; Pidgeon, Kasperson and
Slovic, 2003; Kasperson et al., 2016) is a theoretical approach that highlights the roles of
social norms, interpersonal interactions and the mass media in how perceptions of risk are
formed (van der Linden, 2017). Despite qualitative evidence of the social amplification of
risks (e.g.(Barnett and Breakwell, 2003; Renn, 2011; Smith and Joffe, 2013) it’s very difficult
27/11/2020
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to quantify the causal effects of social influences on risk perception (Renn, 2011) although
there has been some work in this area (e.g. (Jones et al., 2013; van der Linden, 2015;
Dryhurst, Schneider, et al., 2020)
Several frameworks have also been developed that attempt to integrate a psychological
approach with the influence of values, worldviews and the broader structure and
functioning of society. An early approach was the “Cultural Theory of Risk” (Douglas, 1970;
Douglas & Wildavsky, 1982; Dake, 1992) which divides people into four broad cultural
worldviews that define the relationship an individual has to society and how this affects
their risk perceptions. These groups include hierarchism (communitarian individuals who
favour hierarchical, regulatory societal structures), fatalism (individualists who favour
hierarchical, regulatory societal structures), egalitarianism (communitarian individuals who
do not favour such structures) and individualism (individualists who do not favour such
structures).
More recently the “cultural cognition thesis” (Kahan, 2012) divides people more simply on
two dimensions; hierarchy-egalitarianism and individualism-communitarianism, and
suggests that people are motivated to accept and integrate information about a risk that is
consistent with their existing worldviews (“identity protective cognition”) and thus again
suggests that individuals vary in their risk perception depending on where they lie on these
dimensions.
Research suggests that worldviews can have small but significant effects on risk perception,
for example, individualists tend to have lower risk perception of a variety of hazards,
including climate change (Leiserowitz, 2006; Kahan et al., 2012; Smith and Leiserowitz,
2012; Xue et al., 2014) and infectious diseases (Dryhurst, Schneider, et al., 2020).
Individuals and cultures also differ in their degree of fatalism towards natural disasters,
although a meta-analysis by Xue et al. (2014) of 67 effect sizes from a pooled sample of
15,660 people showed no significant relationship between fatalism and environmental risk
perceptions. Some may blame the occurrence of catastrophic events or natural calamities
on ‘transgressive behaviours’ in order to try to discourage behaviours they consider
unacceptable (Douglas, 1992), and others on supernatural powers (Paton et al., 2010;
Richard Eiser et al., 2012). For example, many religious leaders consistently associate
earthquakes with homosexual behaviour (The Atlantic, 2010; The Guardian, 2015; BBC
News, 2016; The Independent, 2016).

2.3.

‘To what effect’?

How, then, can we measure ‘risk perception’? A good set of criteria were laid out by
Weinstein and Sandman (Weinstein and Sandman, 1993):
1) Comprehension (Does the audience objectively understand the content of the
communication?), which can be measured through simple knowledge-based questions.
2) Agreement (Does the audience agree with any interpretation or recommendation
included in the message?), which may only be relevant in messages that contain advice.
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3) Dose-response consistency (Do people facing a higher impact or dose perceive the risk as
greater or show a greater readiness to take action than those facing a lower impact or
dose?)
4) Hazard-response consistency (Do people facing a higher likelihood of an outcome
perceive the risk as greater or show a greater readiness to take action than those facing a
lower likelihood?)
5) Uniformity (Do audience members shown the same level of risk in a communication tend
to have similar responses to it?)
6) Audience evaluation (Does the audience subjectively find the message helpful, clear,
accurate etc?)
7) Failure-type (What types of failure of the communication are possible and if they
occurred would they be acceptable?)
Not all of these will be relevant to every communication, but they do provide a useful
framework when designing evaluation studies.

2.4.
The gap between feelings, perceptions,
knowledge, and behaviour
Awareness and risk perception are important, but not sufficient for people to take
protective action. If the goal of your communication is behaviour change, then there are a
few more potential barriers. Protection-motivation theory (Rogers, 1975) proposes that
there are four factors involved in people’s decision to take action: the perceived likelihood,
severity and vulnerability that makes up the risk perception but also another factor: the
feeling that there are actions that will make a significant difference (response efficacy) and
that they themselves can do them effectively (self efficacy). The protective action decision
model (Lindell and Perry, 2012) adds in social norms.

2.5.

Risk communication - summary

‘Each of us has to decide what the right balance is between being effective and being honest.
I hope that means being both’ (Schneider, 2002)
Good risk communication depends on an understanding of how the various audiences
perceive the risk being communicated (Spiegelhalter, 2017). This perception of a risk that
people hold in their minds, however, is rarely a direct replication of the actual quantified
risk. Risk and the perception of risk, then, are two distinct concepts. The way that a risk is
perceived is not based purely on rational weighting of likelihood and impact, but is in fact a
combination of information and our psychological reaction to that information. Thus simply
providing one’s audience with more information (i.e. increasing their knowledge) about a
particular risk might not be the most effective communication strategy, at least not in
isolation. Instead, consideration of an individual’s personal experience and situation,
psychology and the culture and society within which they are embedded is essential in
understanding how they might perceive a risk you are trying to communicate, and thus in
designing that communication (Renn, 2008). This may be particularly important where the
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risk is low in probability but high in impact, ‘dread’ or ‘uncertain’; some or all of which may
apply to the communication of earthquake risk.
Careful consideration of the aims of the communication, and how success might be
measured in an evaluation, is also vital. Do people understand the communication in a
deeper sense than simply remembering the numbers? And are they in a position to, and
mindset to, act on it? A key part of theoretical evaluation could be to measure hazard
and/or dose response consistency: whether higher risk numbers (in terms of likelihood or
impact) result in a correspondingly higher response from the audience in terms of salience
of that information in their decision-making. The only real evaluation, though, is one done in
the real world, when an event happens.
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3. Why is it hard to communicate an
earthquake forecast?
The precise timing and location of an earthquake event cannot be predicted accurately
(Geller et al., 1997). What is available however, are time-dependent and location specific
probabilistic forecasts of earthquake occurrences, from models that combine localised timedependent earthquake clustering models and time-independent models based on historical
earthquakes and fault data (Gerstenberger et al., 2005). As such, these “Operational
Earthquake Forecasts” provide spatially and temporally dynamic information on the
changes in likelihood of an earthquake event in real time (e.g. (Jordan et al., 2011, 2014;
Gerstenberger et al., 2014; Field et al., 2016; Marzocchi, Taroni and Falcone, 2017)).
The aim of Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF) is to disseminate authoritative
information about time‐dependent probabilities of future earthquake hazard and risk, to
help communities prepare for potentially destructive earthquakes (Jordan et al., 2014;
Becker et al., 2020). OEFs are now produced by several countries worldwide, including the
US, New Zealand, Italy and Japan.
Some researchers have criticised the usefulness of OEF in an operational sense (e.g.
(Peresan, Kossobokov and Panza, 2012; Wang and Rogers, 2014). These have been
discussed and rebutted at length by (Jordan et al., 2014), however one of the most common
criticisms bears mentioning here: that effective building evacuations are the most impactful
emergency management decisions that can be taken prior to an earthquake event, and that
such evacuation decisions cannot be made on the low probability gain information that OEF
typically provides (Wang and Rogers, 2014). While it may be true that no risk manager
would decide to perform a full scale evacuation on a change in probability from 0.001% to
5%, evacuations can be made lower cost by targeting those building that are weakest and
on the poorest soil, making it a more feasible option (van Stiphout, Wiemer and Marzocchi,
2010). Additionally, during aftershock sequences, probability gains may be much larger
providing stronger grounds for higher cost action. In turn whilst earthquake events are
typically treated as acute, with short periods of impact, the response to which transforms
quickly into a phase of recovery, the occurrence and impacts of prolonged aftershock
sequences such as the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence (New Zealand) or Ridgecrest
(California) highlights a need for communication of this continuous and dynamically
changing background risk to inform decision makers undertaking risk management (Becker
et al. 2019). This is something that OEF can provide, and during the Canterbury and CookStrait earthquake sequences in New Zealand, was shown not only to be useful to emergency
managers, but also to encourage personal actions by members of the public, including selfevacuations (Gerstenberger et al., 2014).
There are also several low-cost uses to which OEF can be put in an operational context, such
as rehearsing disaster response scenarios in drills, reissuing preparedness advice and
increasing the readiness of emergency response (Jordan et al., 2014; Woo and Marzocchi,
2014). Indeed, in the US, OEFs are used by emergency managers to advocate for both
organisational and household preparedness (e.g. (Goltz, 2015; McBride et al., 2019)), whilst
in New Zealand aftershock forecasts have been put to a variety of purposes, informing
decisions about things like safe access into buildings, demolition and timing of repair,
rebuilding operations and public communication (Julia Becker et al., 2015; Becker et al.,
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2019, 2020). Although stakeholders were uncertain about how to apply these aftershock
forecasts to decision making during response and recovery processes, Becker et al. (2020)
go on to suggest that scientists should work with communities in the development of
aftershock forecasts such that they can be tailored to the specific needs of each individual
audience. In turn it is recommended that such communications should include
recommendations for specific actions that can be taken in response to the forecast to
reduce risk.
The public too can put the low probability gains that OEF provides to use in low cost actions
such as checking emergency supply kits are complete and that mounted items are securely
fixed to the walls of their homes. Becker et al., 2020 showed that, in the aftermath of the
2016 Kaikoura earthquake, the public did use aftershock forecasts to inform their decision
making regarding, for example, securing furniture to walls or securing the foundations of
their houses.
Beyond operational value, OEF can also have psychological value (Jordan et al., 2014). For
example (Wein and Becker, 2013) demonstrated that the public of Christchurch greatly
valued OEF information during the Canterbury Earthquake Sequence, particularly the simple
knowing that earthquake aftershocks were behaving in the manner expected by experts.
There is also an ethical element: should a relative risk increase of several orders of
magnitude be left unreported to those whose lives may be in danger in the event of seismic
activity, or policy-makers and managers of significant infrastructure (such as power stations,
bridges or tunnels)?
Clearly then, although not a forecasting panacea, OEF has value to a variety of audiences
both prior to and during earthquake events and sequences (see (Becker et al., 2020) for a
thorough analysis and review). To maximise its value however, it must be communicated in
a clear, comprehensible, trustworthy and actionable way. This raises at least four significant
issues.

3.1.

The challenge of rare events

Earthquakes happen all the time. But damaging earthquakes are rare - and in any particular
geographic location, very rare indeed.
This presents us with several problems. One is that people struggle to understand small
probabilities (Camerer and Kunreuther, 1989; Halpern, Blackman and Salzman, 1989; Lipkus,
2007).
We don’t really understand how people process small probabilities in their minds (Lipkus,
2007). According to prospect theory, people are expected to underweight small
probabilities (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), and there is evidence in the literature for this
effect (e.g. (Hertwig et al., 2004)). There is also evidence that people sometimes dismiss
small probabilities entirely (e.g. (Stone, Yates and Parker, 1994)). However other studies
have shown that people sometimes overestimate probabilities where outcomes are affectladen (emotionally charged)(Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001), whilst others still have shown
explicit bimodalities in response within the same study, with some people overestimating
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and others underestimating (e.g.,(McClelland, Schulze and Hurd, 1990; McClelland, Schulze
and Coursey, 1993)).
Adding to this, comparing between different small probability events is difficult – people
appear to struggle to distinguish between small numbers, although there is not a huge
amount of empirical evidence (Kaplan, Hammel and Schimmel, 1985; Cohen, Ferrell and
Johnson, 2002). For example, say we forecast that there is a 0.0001% chance of a
magnitude M7 earthquake occurring at a particular location, but the next day we forecast a
0.001% chance – the two numbers are likely to be difficult to perceive as an order of
magnitude different. If people struggle to perceive a difference between these two small
numbers, then they miss the vital information that the risk, whilst still low, has increased 10
fold.
The rarity of events also makes it difficult for forecasters to assess the confidence in their
forecasts, as there is not a lot of data to check against. Nor is there a good track record of
forecasts for the public to learn from: unlike everyday weather forecasts, no one is being
able to constantly check the accuracy of forecasts over a period of time.
All of these factors make the communication of these high impact but low probability
events difficult. But earthquake forecasters are not alone: several fields suffer from the
problem of having to communicate small probabilities or numbers, and throughout the
review we have looked for empirical work of relevance from any domain.

3.2.

The challenge of dynamically varying risks

Seismic activity is, of course, constantly changing. During active phases, there might be
changes in a particular geographical region hour-by-hour which need to be communicated.
During quiescent phases there may be no change in risk for years at a time. This huge range
of variability over time, added to the spatial nature of the risk, makes it particularly difficult
to communicate as audiences in most regions will not experience heightened risks very
often.
Several fields (e.g. storm forecasting) face similar challenges, and so in this review we again
attempt to pull together best practice and empirical work from such domains.

3.3.

The challenge of high uncertainty

Everyone understands that it is not possible to predict the future. The word ‘forecast’ was
used by Fitzroy when describing his weather forecasts in order to avoid the trap of
‘prediction’. This is down to a kind of uncertainty known as ‘aleatoric’ (from the Latin for
throwing dice): it is inevitable and due to the random factors of the universe. It means that
everything we communicate about the future will inevitably be a likelihood or probability:
the chances of something happening.
But unfortunately that’s not the only kind of uncertainty. Just to get some more terminology
out of the way:
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‘Epistemic’ uncertainty is the term used for uncertainty from a lack of knowledge about
things that could theoretically be established. Epistemic uncertainty often applies to past
and present events although it can also apply to future projections. For example,
predictions about what sort of damage a building might sustain during an earthquake of a
given intensity will contain epistemic uncertainty - uncertainty caused by parameters in the
model that could in theory be known, not being known (e.g. the current state of the
building’s internal structures).
‘Ontological’ uncertainty describes uncertainty about whether one understands reality
sufficiently such that one’s modelling process is a true reflection of it (Spiegelhalter, 2017;
van der Bles et al., 2019) Whilst aleatory and epistemic uncertainty may be classed as
“known unknowns” (to use the terms of the infamous Donald Rumsfeld quote) and can to
some extent be modelled or quantified, ontological uncertainty reflects “unknown
unknowns” expressed as a qualitative, subjective assessment of the representativeness of
the model (Spiegelhalter, 2017). And with earthquake forecasts, there are plenty of
ontological uncertainties.
Each of these different types of uncertainty can have different effects on the audience. For
example, communicating the epistemic uncertainty as a numerical range (such as a
confidence interval) does not appear to undermine trust (van der Bles et al., 2020), whilst
communicating a lower quality of evidence behind an estimate can (Schneider et al., in
prep).
Although the public appears to have a natural sense of understanding about aleatoric
uncertainty, and hence infer uncertainty from even deterministic weather forecasts – hence
explaining their willingness to accept probabilistic forecasts (Morss et al., 2008; Joslyn and
Savelli, 2010) – the much higher degree of uncertainty around seismic forecasts, and the
lack of familiarity that the public have with it, make it a particularly daunting challenge.

3.4.

The challenge of misinformation

In February 2009 a local man working as a technician at the Gran Sasso National Physics
Laboratory near L’Aquila in Italy made a series of amateur earthquake predictions based on
radon gas concentrations. Widely reported, and with one of them being followed by a shock
shortly after he made a public warning, these caused many citizens to evacuate their towns.
The rising public concern, fanned by this misinformation, forced government geoscientists
to make public statements about the absolute probability of a large earthquake remaining
very small, and culminated in the infamous meeting and press conference on 31st March
that year, designed to reassure the public, and which resulted in the legal trial after the
tragic earthquake that occurred only days later (Alexander, 2010; Jordan, 2013a).
Misinformation, then, is of deep concern to seismic forecasters.
Misinformation is information that is initially presented as true but subsequently found to
be false (Lewandowsky, Ullrich K.H. Ecker, et al., 2012). Misinformation can be
disseminated actively with the intent to deceive (in such instances it is sometimes referred
to as disinformation), however this is not always the case. An unfolding event such as a
natural disaster may see initial reported damage or death tolls updated at a later date once
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more information is received (Cook, Ecker and Lewandowsky, 2015). Either way,
misinformation is a global problem affecting many diverse topics including climate change
(Oreskes and Conway, 2010; van der Linden et al., 2017a; Farrell, McConnell and Brulle,
2019; Maertens, Anseel and van der Linden, 2020), COVID-19 (BBC News, 2020; D. Freeman
et al., 2020; Jolley and Paterson, 2020; Roozenbeek et al., 2020), politics (Allcott and
Gentzkow, 2017; Lee, 2019), vaccinations (Gangarosa et al., 1998; Poland and Spier, 2010;
Lewandowsky, Ullrich K. H. Ecker, et al., 2012), and natural disasters (Whitney, Lindell and
Nguyen, 2004; Alexander, 2010; Takayasu et al., 2015; Fallou et al., 2020; Hunt, Wang and
Zhuang, 2020) The spread of misinformation can potentially undermine both science and
society (Lewandowsky, Ecker and Cook, 2017; Linden et al., 2017; Roozenbeek and van der
Linden, 2019b). Indeed, a study of the US public by (Barthel, Mitchell and Holcomb, 2018)
showed that many Americans said that fake news left them confused about even basic facts,
and misinformation has been ranked by the World Economic Forum (World Economic
Forum, 2014) as one of the major risks threating countries across the globe.
Misinformation can emerge from a variety of sources, both traditional media and online
(Cook, Ecker and Lewandowsky, 2015; Painter and Gavin, 2016), and has been shown to
have considerable influence on beliefs and behaviour in many areas. Several studies have
shown that misinformation about climate change undermine beliefs in climate change being
anthropogenically caused (Cook, Lewandowsky and Ecker, 2017a; van der Linden et al.,
2017a), whilst misinformation about the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccination that
erroneously suggest it is linked to autism have had a significant negative effect on vaccine
uptake in many countries (Gangarosa et al., 1998; Poland and Spier, 2010).
In a foundational study by (Turner, Nigg and Paz, 1986) in which they surveyed a
representative sample of 1450 Southern Californian residents, it was discovered that 43.5%
of participants believed that unusual weather might be a predictor of earthquakes, while
67.5% thought that unusual animal behaviour was a predictor. (Whitney, Lindell and
Nguyen, 2004) investigated belief in a variety of earthquake myths and facts in a sample of
Southern Californian college students, and how this influenced their levels of seismic hazard
adjustment. Whilst certain beliefs (erroneous or factual) might be expected to increase
seismic hazard adjustment, others such as the belief that earthquakes are predictable might
reduce the motivation to prepare, especially where people are waiting for a warning of such
a predicted earthquake. (Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004) demonstrated that although a
substantial minority of participants agreed with both the assertion that earthquakes could
be predicted and that they would receive a warning telling them of an impending
earthquake, when they examined the relationship between beliefs in the myths and seismic
hazard adjustment, the results were mixed. In one of their subsamples of participants they
found a weak, negative correlation between belief in the predictability of earthquakes and
seismic hazard adjustment (people who endorse this belief more were less likely to
prepare), however this relationship was not significant in the full sample. Contrary to their
expectations, they found a significant positive correlation between the belief that
participants would receive a warning and levels of seismic hazard adjustment in their full
sample, but this relationship was not significant in the subsample.
A later study by (Becker et al., 2013), conducted 48 qualitative interviews with residents of
locations in New Zealand subject to seismic risk, and found that belief in the idea that
people would receive a warning about various natural hazards did in fact reduce
preparedness in several of their participants, although they noted that this did not apply so
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much in the context of earthquakes. Further research, however, is required to confirm the
impacts of false beliefs on seismic hazard adjustment.
In a detailed case study of citizen seismology and misinformation in the French island of
Mayotte, (Fallou et al., 2020) found that, in the wake of the 2018 earthquake swarm
experienced by the island, 10,000 people in the local community formed an online citizen
seismology group. They went on to show that, although certain members of this group did
share legitimate seismological information, misinformation and conspiracy theories also
emerged. (Fallou et al., 2020) assert that the lack of seismic data, scientific information and
communication from authorities during the earthquake swarm opened up an information
void that misinformation could fill. They also showed that this resulted in mistrust of a
variety of seismological organisations.
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4. What research can tell us about
overcoming these challenges
Many of the challenges outlined in the previous section are faced by fields other than
seismology, or even other natural hazards. Although in this review we dedicate individual
chapters to particularly similar fields and review the literature pertaining to each
individually, here we give an overview of what academic research in general has been done
on each topic.

4.1.

The challenge of rare events

As discussed earlier people struggle to understand small probabilities (Camerer and
Kunreuther, 1989; Halpern, Blackman and Salzman, 1989; Lipkus, 2007), sometimes underweighting them and sometimes over-weighting them. In turn, people find it difficult to
compare between small numbers and thus between different, low probability events.
4.1.1.

Choosing what numbers to display

There are several ways of presenting numbers that can affect people’s interpretations of
the small probabilities that are associated with rare events.
One example is by changing the time frame over which they are presented (for example
estimating one’s risk of death from a car crash within a day versus within ten years);
people tend to perceive more danger when risks are communicated over a longer time
frame than a shorter one (e.g. (Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein, 1978; Keller, Siegrist and
Gutscher, 2006; Bonner and Newell, 2008)). If time frames are too long, though, it’s
possible that people may begin to discount the risk, feeling like it is not relevant to them
in their lifetime. Indeed people have different preferences for different time frames,
tending to choose one that is relevant to them (Schapira, Nattinger and McHorney, 2015).
Another example is that presenting numbers in frequency (x times out of 100) rather than
percentage format increases the perception of the risk of an event (e.g. (Siegrist, 1997;
Slovic, Monahan and MacGregor, 2000; Keller, Siegrist and Gutscher, 2006; A. L. J.
Freeman, Kerr, et al., 2020)), perhaps because it makes it easier to imagine the event in
question and thus attach emotion to it, or perhaps because this fits better with our
evolved techniques of acquiring information in the natural world (Gigerenzer and
Hoffrage, 1995; Cosmides and Tooby, 1996), whereas a percentage gives a less tangible
sense of a real event (Slovic, Monahan and MacGregor, 2000; Keller, Siegrist and
Gutscher, 2006). When using a frequency format, though, if the audience is being asked to
compare risks, it is important to keep the denominator the same (i.e. avoiding ‘1 in x’
where x is variable). Otherwise there is a tendency for people to be misled by the size of
the numerators whilst neglecting the changing denominators (Yamagishi, 1997). Larger
denominators – such as ‘out of 1000’ make the risks seem bigger than the same frequency
expressed as ‘out of 100’, possibly because the numerators are generally larger (A. L. J.
Freeman, Kerr, et al., 2020). This finding translates to time periods; (Bonner and Newell,
2008) found that ‘2900 people die per year’ was rated riskier than ‘8 people die per day’.
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Whilst the absolute risks of an event happening may be small, the relative risk - such as how
much above or below ‘background level of risk’ the chances of an earthquake are – can be
greatly increased. For example, although the actual probability of a smoker getting lung
cancer is around 14%, if the risk is expressed as a relative risk, comparing a smoker and a
non-smoker’s risk of getting lung cancer, the effects of smoking sound much riskier: people
are about ten times more likely to get lung cancer if they smoke (Villeneuve and Mao, 1994;
Joslyn and LeClerc, 2013). Communicators should be aware of this potentially persuasive
power and use it judiciously. Indeed, some relative risks can make things seem very scary
indeed. For example, in earthquake aftershock sequences the relative risk of another event
might be 100 times higher than it was before the mainshock, yet the absolute risk may still
be very low (maybe 1%!). In these instances, it may be better to communicate both the
absolute and relative risk together, but care should be taken to ensure that the relative risk
is not mistaken for the absolute risk (Visschers et al., 2009).
Finally, the framing – either positive (such as chance of survival, or an earthquake NOT
occurring), or negative (such as chance of death, or an earthquake occurring) - can not
only affect the magnitude of the numbers being communicated (the chances of something
bad NOT happening being a vastly larger probability), but can also affect the perceived risk
associated with it (e.g. (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981, 1991; Johnson et al., 1993)). In one
experiment on presenting the risks of dying from COVID-19, although presenting the risks
in a positive frame (as chances of survival) was liked by participants and reduced their
perception of the risk and their worry about it, there was a slight compromise in people’s
objective comprehension of the numbers involved (A. L. J. Freeman, Kerr, et al., 2020).

4.1.2.

Putting a number into context

One of the difficulties in processing these small numbers, particularly for risks that are as
rarely experienced as these low likelihood events usually are, is attaching meaning to the
number. If there is a 1/10,000 chance of a magnitude M7 earthquake event occurring in
your area, and you have never experienced an earthquake before and have no sense of
their underlying frequency, variation in size and severity, how can you make a judgement
about how that probability may affect you, or a decision about what actions to take on the
basis of that information? One tool that risk communicators suggest for aiding with
comprehension of unfamiliar risks such as large-scale earthquakes is the use of comparator
risks. Comparisons are thought to put risks in psychological perspective by providing a kind
of “conceptual yardstick” (Covello, 1991). This is thought to improve understanding of risk
magnitudes and be more intuitively meaningful than absolute numerical probabilities by
allowing less familiar risks to be compared with those that are better known (Fischhoff et
al., 1978; Wilson and Crouch, 1987; Covello, Sandman and Slovic, 1988; Keller, Siegrist and
Gutscher, 2006). However, caution needs to be applied when making risk comparisons: in
addition to the content of the comparisons (e.g. which comparator risks are chosen),
context (e.g. is there an adversarial or contentious context to the communication) should
also be considered an important component in designing the comparisons (Covello,
Sandman and Slovic, 1988; Roth et al., 1990; Slovic, Kraus and Covello, 1990).
(A. L. J. Freeman, Kerr, et al., 2020) found that comparator risks in and of themselves were
helpful to people when trying to understand their personal risk from COVID-19, but a
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graphical aid called a risk ladder, which shows the positions of comparator risks along a
visual scale, is also often used. There is evidence that people are good at intuiting relative
risks, even if the probabilities they attach to each specific risk can vary by large
magnitudes (Persoskie and Downs, 2015). Indeed when people are asked to judge a
variety of risks on different scales, the same ordering between the different risks emerges
(although the attached numerical values vary greatly!) (Fischhoff and MacGregor, 1983).
Risk ladders were developed to try to make use of this consistency in relative risk
judgements to aid communication of the likelihood of less familiar risks (Persoskie and
Downs, 2015). They have been shown to be an effective way to communicate levels of
risk of such less familiar (often low probability) risks, with participants able to intuit risk
levels depending upon the visual position of the risk on the scale (Sandman, Weinstein
and Miller, 1994; Siegrist, Orlow and Keller, 2008).
The selection of comparator risk, and thus where the risk to be communicated sits on the
visual risk ladder scale, are likely to influence people’s perception of the likelihood of that
risk. By choosing risks that are substantially more likely than the low likelihood risk, it is
possible to minimise people’s perception of the risk, just as choosing many low likelihood
risks, the majority of which are lower in likelihood than the risk to be communicated, can
enhance people’s perception of the risk (Sandman, Weinstein and Miller, 1994; Siegrist,
Orlow and Keller, 2008). The choice between logarithmic and a linear scale could also
make a difference. Although it can be very difficult to display risks of varying orders of
magnitude on a linear scale, (A. L. J. Freeman, Kerr, et al., 2020) found that a logarithmic
scale can be less trusted than a linear one, although there are logarithmic scales in regular
use in medicine, such as the Paling Perspective Scale (Paling, 2003).
4.1.3.

Can we use words instead of numbers?

There has been considerable research on attempts to use verbal rather than numerical
expressions of likelihood and severity. Verbal probability expressions are thought to be
more natural for people to produce and easier for them to understand (Budescu & Wallsten,
1987), however it has been shown that there can be substantial variation in how people
interpret such expressions - the specific likelihood that one person associates with the
phrase “unlikely” can be wildly different between individuals (e.g. Budescu & Wallsten,
1985; Brun & Teigen, 1988) and cultures (e.g. (Harris et al., 2013)). The same is true of
verbal expressions to communicate the severity of the impact, where not only do different
people have a different interpretation of the severity, but people also view the probability
of an event as being greater than it is when the severity of its impact is high (e.g. (Weber
and Hilton, 1990; De Bruin et al., 2000; Harris and Corner, 2011).
Several studies have demonstrated that using numerical and verbal (e.g. likely, unlikely)
together in communications of probabilistic forecasts can increase the level of
differentiation between the various terms, and increase consistency in their interpretation
(Witteman and Renooij, 2003; Patt and Dessai, 2005; Budescu, Broomell and Por, 2009;
Budescu, Por and Broomell, 2012). It has been argued that the way that people react
psychologically to numbers and words is different, with words eliciting a more emotional
response, and hence that adding a verbal descriptor of the uncertainty alongside the
numbers can help people respond (Windschitl and Wells, 1996). (Budescu et al., 2014)
demonstrated that using such verbal-numerical formats increased the alignment between
the IPCC’s communication of likelihoods of various climate change impacts and the
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audience’s interpretation of them, replicating this effect across 24 countries. However, in a
study examining the effects of four types of probability expressions: verbal (e.g. unlikely);
numerical (e.g. 20%) and two expressions combining the two but in different orders (e.g.
unlikely [20% likelihood]; 20% likelihood [unlikely]), (Jenkins, Harris and Lark, 2018)
cautioned against blanket usage of combined verbal-numerical expressions, suggesting that
such combinatorial approaches may be subject to an extremity effect (people interpreting
the verbal terms to mean a probability outside that of the numerical range indicated) that
numerical-only statements are less subject to. It should also be noted that numerical
expressions can also be interpreted differently depending on an individual’s prior beliefs
about the base rate occurrence of the event in question e.g. (Windschitl and Weber, 1999).
It is important for communicators to be aware of the potential impacts of all these different
ways of communicating the same information, else the interpretation by the audience
might be substantially different from that which was intended.

4.2.

The challenge of dynamically varying risks

There is a lot of information to get across when it comes to communicating dynamically
varying risks, and this means their communication may be particularly prone to user
cognitive overload and the influence of biases discussed in earlier sections. These can be
reduced by careful design of communications that use simple, familiar designs and make
use of visualisations as an aid (Eppler and Mengis, 2004; Tan et al., 2020). Indeed a welldesigned visualisation (including maps) can attract and retain users’ attention, provide a
concise summary of data and even reveal hidden patterns in data (Lipkus and Hollands,
1999; Tufte, 2001; Smerecnik et al., 2010; Spiegelhalter, Pearson and Short, 2011).
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4.2.1.

How graphics can help

Visualisations or graphical
Types of visual display
depictions of information
can reduce cognitive load
Visual-spatial displays can be what is called ‘iconic’, ‘relational’ or
in several ways. Firstly,
‘hybrid’ (Hegarty, 2011).
they provide external
storage of detailed
Iconic displays are representations of objects that are actual visualinformation, allowing
spatial objects themselves, such as technical diagrams of a machine, a
internal representations to
road map, or a map of the London underground. They are often
be sparse, rather than a
simplified by comparison to the real object(s), and as such can provide
detailed replica of the
potentially misleading distortions of reality, such as missing out certain
information being
details, or distorting any distance information depicted (Hegarty,
communicated (Hegarty,
2011; Pylyshyn 2003; Scaife 2011).
& Rogers 1996; Zhang &
Relational displays are those that represent abstract relations between
Norman, 1994). Secondly,
things that are not themselves spatial and/or physically tangible, such
they provide spatial
organisation of information as a scatter plot to represent the correlation between height and
weight, or a tree diagram to represent phylogenetic relationships
(Larkin & Simon, 1987),
between species (Hegarty, 2011).
facilitating visual search
and mental integration
Visual-spatial displays can be a hybrid of these two, in that they
(Hegarty, 2011). Thirdly,
represent actual real world entities in addition to more abstract
they can map non-visual
properties, such as a map of Europe (iconic display) that shows
data onto visual variables,
temperature or wind speed as a gradient of colours overlaid (relational
allowing patterns or
display) (Hegarty, 2011).
“emergent features” to be
detected by the visual
Each of these type of display can be made more complex by the
system that are more
addition of different parameters, such as different sections through a
salient (i.e. attract more
brain MRI, interactivity to allow rotation, zoom, the adding of layers or
attention) than the
pop out text to provide additional information upon click, or a series of
individual data themselves
panels or animated maps depicting change through time (Hegarty,
(Pomerantz & Pristach,
2011); (Tversky, Morrison and Betrancourt, 2002).
1989), so offloading
cognitive processes onto
perceptual ones (Scaife & Rogers, 1996). In turn this process can facilitate comprehension
by reducing the number of inferences it is possible to make from the represented data by
constraining properties of a visualisation to rules of logic, for example if object A is
visualised within object B in one panel of a diagram, and object B within object C in another
panel, it is logically impossible that object A be bigger than object C (Scaife & Rogers, 1996;
Hegarty, 2011). Finally, in a similar vein, interactive visualisations can offload cognitive
processes onto action, such that internal computations are instead replaced by external
manipulations of the visualisation (Card et al. 1999) for example by allowing people to
change the orientation of an object without having to rotate it mentally, or allowing choice
in filtering of which information is displayed (Kirsch & Maglio, 1994; Schneiderman, 1994;
Hegarty, 2011).
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4.2.2.

Dashboards

Dashboards are a graphical way to bring dynamic data together visually in such a way as to
help people recognise patterns and anomalies quickly and easily (Brath and Peters, 2004;
Few, 2006). Although inspired by the dashboards of cars, trains and planes they are
designed to help people navigate dynamic data rather than a moving landscape. A classic
early use was for stock market displays, but they are now used across many business and
data-management situations. City dashboards are a relatively new phenomenon: publicly
displayed graphical dashboards that display constantly streaming data about the local
environment from both sensors and official information and crowd-sourced data (Stehle
and Kitchin, 2020). Because they are designed for a public audience and change over time in
a geographical area, their design is perhaps of particular relevance to displays of seismic
information. The audience are not simply passive recipients of hazard forecast
communication; increasingly, particularly due to the increase in online content access and
social media, they play an active role in its creation, evolution and dissemination and so may
contribute crowd-sourced data to any communications (Hyvärinen and Saltikoff, 2010;
Hughes et al., 2014; Morss et al., 2017; McBride et al., 2019).
The principles of dashboard design are like those of any other communication: start by
working with the audience to discover what information is important to their decisionmaking and then iteratively design and evaluate to improve them. However, there are some
other key principles once the right information has been selected (Few, 2006). Firstly,
putting all the information onto one screen (without the need for scrolling) to allow easy
and rapid comparisons of the different displays. Secondly, giving the information enough
context (e.g. displaying time series where it is important to look at relative change through
time, or geographical information where it is important to compare values spatially), and
interpretation (e.g. visually indicating high and low values, important thresholds etc).
Thirdly, reducing excessive detail or precision: every piece of information that is not
important to making the decision or seeing the pattern that is important (e.g. excess
decimal places, unnecessary axis space) reduces the visual space and the cognitive space of
the audiences for the important information. Fourthly, carefully choosing the right forms to
represent the data – forms that both highlight the salient information (and the change being
looked for) and that take up the least visual space. Consistent use of the same graphical
presentations can help easy comprehension as the audience becomes familiar with the
graphic. This taps in to the principles of good data visualisation (see below). Finally,
arranging the data in the display in a way that helps the user, with the most prominent
positions given to the information that is needed first/most quickly/is most important, and
using colours consistently.

4.2.3.

Graphical representations

There is a vast literature and decades of work on how best to represent data graphically
(e.g. (Tufte, 2001; Ware, 2013). The Gestalt principles date to the 1920s (Wertheimer, 1923)
and have been elaborated on and built on ever since. We will not review the entire field
here!
If communication is to be successful, it must both be easy on cognitive load and must also
convey the correct information in a comprehensible way that allows relevant tasks to be
completed. Representations of data that are informationally equivalent are not always
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computationally equivalent (Larkin & Simon, 1987; Hegarty, 2011). Indeed performance on
different comprehension tasks can vary widely between different types of display of the
same information, such as graph type, choice of variable assignment to the x or y axis, and
choice of colour or intensity values (e.g. Hegarty, Canham & Fabrikant, 2010; Peebles &
Cheng, 2003; Sanfey & Hastie, 1998; Ye & Wickens, 2001; Simkin & Hastie, 1987),
highlighting the need for careful design and evaluation of communications (Hegarty, 2011).
In turn, viewers may fail to encode information relevant to comprehension and task
performance if they are distracted by task irrelevant information that the communication
makes highly salient (Hegarty, 2011). This not only reduces the efficacy of the
communication but also could be considered to be potentially misleading if viewers are
guided towards incorrect conclusions.
In addition to these “bottom-up” processes of catching a viewer’s visual attention,
comprehension and decision making may also be influenced in a “top down” way by domain
knowledge (Hegarty et al. 2010). Knowledge and/or skill in a domain improves viewers’
ability to ignore irrelevant information and focus on that which is task-relevant (Haider &
Frensch, 1996; 1999), whilst non-expert users are more likely to have their attention
captured by those features of the display that are most salient (Lowe, 1993; 1994; 1996). As
such, expert audiences may comprehend communicated information in a different way
from lay-audiences. As aforementioned, the role of emotions, experience and worldviews
can also affect the way in which information is interpreted and decisions are made off the
back off it, adding variation and complexity in audience responses to a communication.
Knowing what an audience’s (and individual’s) relevant tasks, knowledge base and sociocultural norms are however, is not always obvious. As discussed earlier, one first needs to
understand who the audiences for their communications are, what types of knowledge they
have about the system being communicated, what decisions these audiences are using the
communicated information to inform, and what information they see as being most
relevant to facilitate that decision making.
Understanding of visualisations can also be challenged if people need to first learn the
meaning of different components of a visualisation (e.g. axes), known as “graph schema”
(Pinker, 1990; Ratwani and Trafton, 2008) or what task-relevant interactions with the
visualisation are possible (e.g. rotation), known as meta‐representational competence
(DiSessa, 1994). Thus there may be some advantage of using formats that people are
already familiar with, for example using intuitive colours such as blue for water, or red for
danger and paler colours to indicate areas which are safer (Bostrom, Anselin and Farris,
2008; Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner, 2009; Hegarty, 2011; Thompson, Lindsay and Gaillard,
2015) or using differences in symbol size to indicate different magnitudes (e.g. stronger,
larger) (Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011), although one should be aware of crosscultural variability in these norms. In turn, other forms of communication, for example the
use of narratives or scenarios to communicate risk, can add depth and tone to
communications that might not be possible using a visualisation. However, these should
not be employed blindly, as research in some areas (e.g. healthcare) has indicated how
complex the effects of narrative are on people’s emotions and decision-making (Bekker et
al., 2013). Thus careful, audience-informed design of communications and evaluation in
contexts relevant to that audience is essential. We therefore review what has been
empirically tested in terms of visualisation within each chapter of this report, with a
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particular concentration on testing of visualisations that may be relevant to seismic
forecasts.
4.2.4.

Icons

Icons are graphical representations designed to remove the need for more space-consuming
and cognitively-intensive text (Ware, 2013). Pictograms – ‘human-recognizable objects’ - are
often used as they are memorable and easily understood (Borkin et al., 2016). Most,
however, are not simple pictograms, but are metaphors, representing a concept only
metaphorically related to the object depicted itself. Both the clarity of the pictorial image
itself (e.g. a waste paper bin), and the clarity of the metaphor that links that image to the
intended meaning (e.g. deletion of digital files) to the specific audience is critical (Carroll,
Mack and Kellogg, 1988; Gaissmaier et al., 2012; Borkin et al., 2013, 2016). If people don’t
easily understand what physical object the image is supposed to represent, or don’t easily
understand what concept that physical object is a metaphor for, the icon will fail. Icons can
also be ‘layered’, combining shapes with indications of magnitude (Zender, 2006). There are
many principles of good icon use (see (Forsythe, 2011) for a review), but as with other
communications the key is co-design and testing with the intended audience.
4.2.5.

Visuo-spatial displays: Maps

One of the key properties of an effective map display is that it makes information that is
relevant to the user’s task perceptually salient (Bertin, 1983; Kosslyn, 1989; B. D. Dent,
1999; Hegarty, Canham and Fabrikant, 2010). Cognitive scientists go some way towards
guiding the viewer towards which information is relevant to their particular task by
attempting to manipulate the salience of conceptual objects, although upon evaluation the
effects of visual salience on task performance have been mixed (e.g. (Fabrikant, Hespanha
and Hegarty, 2010; Hegarty, Canham and Fabrikant, 2010)).
Intuitively we might think maps are limited to displaying geographically varying information,
however they can also be useful for displaying temporally varying information too, not just
by animation but also by representing relative rather than absolute values i.e. change.
Maps not only allow the display of objects at a scale we would not normally encounter (e.g.
a whole country or continent), they also allow multiple conceptual variables to be depicted
at once (e.g. temperature, precipitation, pressure and relative changes in a variety of
variables) by using different visual objects (Hegarty et al. 2010). Again careful design is
essential however; maps are commonly used to communicate about natural hazards, yet
they are often misunderstood (Thompson, Lindsay and Gaillard, 2015; Marti, Stauffacher
and Wiemer, 2019).
What information to display: continuous versus categorical
(Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011) note that key to good map design is not only careful
selection of the visual aspects of the design itself, but also of which and how many
parameters to be depicted in the first place. In turn, those parameters and design features
that are suitable for one audience may not be suitable for another. They suggest that the
first consideration about each parameter to be represented is whether it follows a
continuous (e.g. continuous gradient in temperature) or discrete (e.g. different countries on
a map) distribution, as this will determine how it might be represented graphically.
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According to cartographic principles, discrete data are themselves represented differently
depending on whether they represent absolute or relative values (Robinson et al., 1995;
B.D. Dent, 1999). Absolute values are typically represented by proportional (or graduated)
circles, which are single symbols (often circles) whose size varies according to the value to
be represented, although proportional circles can also be used to represent relative
amounts (Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011). This gradation in size tunes into an intuitive
perception that bigger symbols represent higher (larger, stronger etc) values. However,
perceptual biases mean that people find it very hard to accurately assess areas and volumes
(where they need to take into account change in more than one dimension) as compared to
lengths of lines (where they only need to take into account a single dimension)(Lipkus and
Hollands, 1999). This means that representing absolute (or even relative) risks by area of
circles is not likely to lead to accurate perceptions.

A chloropleth map for
the Emilia 2012
earthquake showing the
distribution of tweets
reporting damage, from
(Cresci et al., 2015). This
actually displays
absolute values, unlike
strict cartographic
principles.

Relative values can additionally be represented using chloropleth maps, which use a
predefined colour scheme to colour discrete geographic units. The decision about the
number of categories and size of class intervals is important for any discrete data if the
categories themselves are artificially imposed; several maps representing the same data can
look very different if they use different interval sizes and numbers of categories (Evans,
1977; Cauvin, Escobar and Serradji, 2010; Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011).
Continuous data can be represented using a continuous gradient of colour. Although
(Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011) suggest isolines can be useful for representing
continuous data, smooth gradients were liked by participants in (Becker et al., 2019)’s work
on earthquake hazard maps as they avoided artificial boundaries. Whilst less discrete than
the coloured polygons that might be used on a chloropleth map, isolines, even if
represented very densely, are often still discrete categories, for example lines connecting
points of equal temperature across a map.
Artificially imposing categories on continuous data deserves a little more discussion. Since
probabilistic hazard assessments have been judged by some to be difficult for lay people to
understand (Mileti et al., 2004), it has been suggested that it may be better to represent
data for this audience as discrete categories on a map, such as high, medium or low
(Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011). While categorisation can be a useful way of
simplifying complex data, it can’t be assumed that comprehension and decision making
quality will be enhanced. Categorisation can make data appear more certain and discrete
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than they actually are. As discussed in more depth later in this report, there is evidence
from a variety of disciplines that uncertainty can lead to higher quality decision making if
presented in the right way (Roulston et al., 2006; Joslyn et al., 2007; Morss et al., 2008;
Nadav-Greenberg and Joslyn, 2009). In turn, if the categories are given verbal descriptions
(e.g. ‘high risk’) without any numerical definition, interpretation of their meaning can differ
wildly between individuals (as previously discussed). Thus any decision to categorise data
should be carefully considered, ideally with the intended audience (e.g. for some expert
audiences, certain threshold values may have particular significance, e.g.(Becker et al.,
2019)) and its effects evaluated, and at the very least it should be ensured that the
categories are attached to specific numeric definitions.
Using colour
Information on a map can be depicted intrinsically by manipulating attributes of what is
already depicted (e.g. using brightness, texture, colour and transparency (Bretin, 1981), or
animation and extra dimensionality such as making certain points 3D (Gershon, 1998), or
extrinsically by adding new objects to the visualisation (e.g. glyphs, arrows, bars or even
overlaid graphs) (Howard & MacEachren, 1996; Gershon, 1998; Kinkeldey et al. 2014).
Choice of each attribute can have substantial impacts on the map’s efficacy. For example
high contrast ratios and clear colours improve map understanding (Hagemeier-Klose and
Wagner, 2009), with contrast particularly important for people with colour vision
deficiencies (Kunz, Grêt-Regamey and Hurni, 2011).
Interpretations of colour are not neutral however. For example, maps depicting the same
information but using different colour palettes can be interpreted differently by end users
(Thompson, Lindsay and Gaillard, 2015). Furthermore the choice of how to categorise
different data values using colour or other attributes affects interpretation. Breaking
different subsets of data into different colour coded categories may simplify the
representation and make maps easier to understand (Fuchs et al., 2009; Gaspar-Escribano
and Iturrioz, 2011; Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019), however this can also lead
viewers to perceive false dichotomies between the different coloured regions, where in fact
the distinction may be much more uncertain (Smith, 2000). A continuous representation of
the data (for example by a using continuous transition of colour or hue) may provide a more
realistic representation of the data and its variability, although it may be difficult in such
representations for users to attribute specific values to individual datapoints or identify
small changes between values where the difference in colour is only very slight (Severtson
and Vatovec, 2012).
The choice of colour scheme and gradient is critical to avoiding both perceived boundaries
where none exist, and perceptual biases based on our human colour perception. It is
therefore crucial to be aware of work specifically in this area, such as (Kovesi, 2015;
Crameri, Shephard and Heron, 2020). Darker colours are typically associated with higher
values, thus a gradient of different shades of the same colour can convey a hierarchical
order to data; if several different colours are used it may be harder to infer this relationship
(Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011). On top of these perceptual biases, colours can also
carry intuitive meaning, such as blue for water, red for danger and paler colours to indicate
areas which are safer (Bostrom, Anselin and Farris, 2008; Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner,
2009; Hegarty, 2011; Thompson, Lindsay and Gaillard, 2015). Such meanings can be
culturally and context-specific and so the choice of colour must always be made carefully.
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4.2.6.

Animation & alternatives

Animation is, of course, a way of displaying data intuitively through time, especially when
combining both geographical change with temporal change. However, it can bring
perceptual difficulties, and must be used carefully (see (Tversky, Morrison and Betrancourt,
2002; Harrower, 2007). One problem that has been noted in particular is change blindness –
a decreasing ability of the audience to discriminate change – which has been measured on
people viewing animated maps, and which requires careful research and testing of
combinations of colours and brightnesses to ensure that users are assisted in identifying key
changes (Goldsberry and Battersby, 2009; Cybulski and Medyńska-Gulij, 2018).
An alternative to animation which still provide both spatial and temporal information in an
intuitive way is visualising ‘glyphs’, which represent data at a geographical location but can
also encode temporal information (Thakur and Hanson, 2010). See below for examples.

2D and 3D glyphs showing data that changes over both space and time, without animation,
from (Thakur and Hanson, 2010).

4.2.7.

Interactivity

User-control over visualisations and animations is generally considered to be a huge benefit
to understanding (Harrower, 2007).
The optimal design and level of detail for one type of user may be very different from that
for another, and focus groups on operational earthquake forecasting comment how they
appreciate a range of presentations (Becker et al., 2019), although there is currently a
dearth of empirical evaluations about multiple formats and interactive displays.
Interactivity allows customisation by the individual user of various aspects of the
communication: switching between different formats, drilling down for deeper levels, and
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changing parameters on maps and graphics such as interval classification, colour scale (e.g.
colour deficiency scales), geographical unit definition, and the addition or removal of other
visualised parameters (Cartwright, 1997; Miller, 2007; Petersen, 2007).
In some cases, however, non-interactive animated graphics are preferred by users to get an
overview, with interactivity only added when they are likely to want more detail (Slocum et
al., 2004).
Of course there is always a trade-off between increasing options and interactivity and
overloading the user with visual information. There is also something called the ‘split
attention effect’, caused by asking a user to mentally integrate disparate sources of
information (Mayer and Chandler, 2001). This can easily be caused by interactive displays,
as users are having to learn to both how they are supposed to interact with the display and
simultaneously take in the information being presented to them. As with everything, it is
necessary to test individual communications with their intended users.

4.3.

The challenge of high uncertainty

Many scientists and policy makers have concerns about communicating uncertainty, fearing
it may cause misunderstanding, bias interpretations, undermine perceptions of
trustworthiness or credibility, evoke negative emotions, overwhelm a viewer’s attention, or
undermine the quality of decision making (Fischhoff, 2012; Manski, 2018; Dryhurst, van der
Bles, et al., 2020; Hullman, 2020; van der Bles et al., 2020) Nevertheless, some suggest that
there may be positive effects of communicating uncertainty, suggesting that communicating
uncertainty inherent to scientific information may build trust in institutions through
demonstrating trustworthiness (O’Neill, 2014).
Of course, we have already discussed the use of probabilistic terminology (either in
numerical form, or as both words and numbers), which seems to be broadly accepted by the
public in the context of weather forecasting, at least, as there appears to be an implicit
acceptance of aleatory uncertainty when talking about the future (Morss et al., 2008; Joslyn
and Savelli, 2010).
Several studies have begun to evaluate different formats of communicating epistemic and
aleatory uncertainty, and to examine for possible negative effects. Many of these have
looked at the effects of communication of uncertainty on perceptions of trust. Some
demonstrated positive and negative effects on trust (e.g. (Johnson and Slovic, 1995, 1998)),
and others have shown that effects break down according to particular audience
characteristics such as education level (Schapira, Nattinger and McHorney, 2001), numerical
ability (e.g. (Dieckmann, Peters and Gregory, 2015)), and prior beliefs about a topic,
particularly when contested or culturally relevant (e.g. (Rabinovich and Morton, 2012;
Dieckmann et al., 2017)). However elsewhere studies have demonstrated no negative
effects of communicating uncertainty on perceived trust (Kuhn, 2000; Han, Klein and Arora,
2011). Others still have shown positive effects, where communicating uncertainty is
actually associated with higher levels of trust, when there is feedback on the forecast’s
accuracy (Joslyn and LeClerc, 2012).
In a comprehensive study on members of the public (including a field experiment on the
BBC website) examining the effects of communicating uncertainty on the trust in facts and
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numbers, (van der Bles et al., 2020) tested the effects of using words and numerical ranges
to communicate uncertainty about topics such as climate change and immigration. They
demonstrated that whilst some verbal expressions of uncertainty can undermine
perceptions of trust, communicating uncertainty numerically only had a very small impact
on trust in the numbers, and none on trust in the communicators.
Several studies have examined the efficacy of different types of visual communications for
serving audience comprehension. There is evidence that visual depictions of mean and
error that use gradient plots and violin plots may yield interpretations that are more
statistically valid than similar communications using bar charts with error bars (Ibrekk and
Morgan, 1987; Newman and Scholl, 2012; Correll and Gleicher, 2014). (Gschwandtner et al.,
2016) have studied the same formats when used to represent temporal uncertainty along a
timeline. They found that participants disliked the gradient and violin plots, but gradient
plots best represented the statistical uncertainty. Other studies have shown that mean and
error summary displays can often be misinterpreted, by both the public and experts (Belia
et al. 2005; Newman & Scholl 2012; Savelli & Joslyn, 2013).
Another approach to visual communication of uncertainty is an ensemble display,
commonly used in epidemiological, weather and storm forecasting (e.g. hurricane track
‘spaghetti plots’ for geographical uncertainty on maps), and summary versions of these
(such as ‘cones of uncertainty’ on maps and fan plots around line graphs). There has been
extensive work on hurricane uncertainty (e.g. (Ruginski et al. 2016; Padilla et al. 2017))
revealing that both the summary ‘cones’ and the ensemble ‘spaghetti plots’ can lead to
misinterpretations, and work is ongoing to decrease these through redesigns (Padilla,
Creem-Regehr and Thompson, 2020). We review this work in more detail later in this report.
(Dryhurst, van der Bles, et al., 2020) examined the effects of communicating uncertainty
around line plots in forms such as fan charts or gradient plots. Using data series about
COVID-19, migration, unemployment and election polls, they demonstrated that this
uncertainty communication did not generally have any effect on audience comprehension,
nor on their trust in the data or data providers. Encouragingly, the study also showed that
uncertainty may increase people’s nuance in their interpretation of trend lines.
Another type of uncertainty ensemble display in animated form is a hypothetical outcome
plot (HOP), and such visualisations have been shown to perform better than interval-style
visualisations of error bars and violin plots when people are making judgements about
multiple quantities, potentially improving ability to estimate outcome variability and
interpret effect sizes. (Hullman, Resnick and Adar, 2015; Hofman, Goldstein and Hullman,
2020).
Alongside the quantified/quantifiable uncertainty (such as the probabilities or the ensemble
of models) is the unquantifiable uncertainty – the quality of the underlying evidence that
led to the model. This encompasses so much uncertainty in the field of seismic forecasting,
(a relatively young field, working on very incomplete data, with many theoretical
assumptions underlying the modelling) that it is particularly important to try to
communicate it. It is perhaps this kind of uncertainty – and the difficulty of communicating
it – that is of most concern to forecasters.
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Seasonal climate forecasters in the US state the ‘skill’ level (a rating of how well the forecast
has performed over historical time) of their forecasts alongside them (Barnston, He and
Unger, 2000). Researchers in healthcare do a qualitative, subjective rating of the quality of
evidence and communicate it via a 1-5 scale (Oxman et al., 2020; Santesso et al., 2020), and
others in different fields have similar kinds of subjective rating systems (Puttick, 2018).
Unfortunately, work on evaluating the effects of these attempts to communicate underlying
quality of evidence is in its infancy. Work (Schneider, Freeman and van der Linden, 2021)
has shown how crucial such information is in people’s decision-making, and that the
assumptions from public audiences are often that scientific evidence is of higher certainty
than it actually is, so it will be particularly critical to work out how best to communicate the
low certainties that seismic forecasters have in their probabilistic forecasts.

4.4.

The challenge of misinformation

Research into how best to combat misinformation suggests that the problem isn’t a simple
one. Indeed, misinformation can often be immune to post-hoc correction or retraction.
Under such circumstances people may hold on to the misinformation they have received
and integrated into their belief system, known as the continued influence effect (Cook,
Ecker and Lewandowsky, 2015; Chan et al., 2017; Walter and Tukachinsky, 2020) There had
also been concern that correction of misinformation may result in a “backfire effect”
whereby the repeating of the misinformative statement during correction actually
reinforces the strength of belief in that misinformation (Lewandowsky, Ullrich K.H. Ecker, et
al., 2012), resulting in recommendations to communicators that they should try not to
repeat misinformative statements in any correction attempts (Lewandowsky, Ullrich K.H.
Ecker, et al., 2012; Peter and Koch, 2016; Schwarz, Newman and Leach, 2016). However,
there is little evidence for the backfire effect (Ecker, Lewandowsky and Chadwick, 2020),
and some studies suggest that repeating a piece of misinformation alongside the correction
is actually more effective than a correction that did not repeat it (Cameron et al., 2013;
Ecker, Hogan and Lewandowsky, 2017) thus even if correction does not work, repeating the
misinformation content with the correction shouldn’t have a negative influence on the
strength of belief in the misinformation (Ecker, Lewandowsky and Chadwick, 2020).
This research was reinforced by a study by (Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004) in the
earthquake literature that demonstrated that corrections of myths about earthquakes (such
as that they can be predicted) were more effective when they used an “Earthquake myths
versus facts” format than when they used a format that detailed earthquake facts alone. In
further encouraging research, (Ecker, Lewandowsky and Chadwick, 2020) found no negative
effect of a correction that contained reference to a misinformation statement that was
novel to the reader i.e. corrections may also be useful prior to exposure to the
misinformation in the first place, and not just post-hoc.
It is worth noting here that this research may have some relevance to post-alert messaging
after warnings have been issued. Rapid communications of corrections or explanations by
alert issuers if the alert turns out to be a false alarm or needs updating in any way has been
highlighted by several authors to be an important component of engendering trust in
organisations managing the crisis (Covello, 2003; Seeger, 2006; McBride et al., 2020). It is
encouraging that such post-hoc communications and corrections may not reinforce beliefs
in the original warning that was issued, and thus may serve their purpose of keeping the
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population informed and engendering trust. Such corrections by official sources have been
shown to be highly effective in debunking misinformation around natural disasters
(Takayasu et al., 2015; Hunt, Wang and Zhuang, 2020).
In a slightly different approach, an area of research that shows great promise when it comes
to reducing the influence of misinformation is the idea of inoculating against it. Inoculation
theory was originally conceived of by (McGuire, 1970) in an attempt to “vaccinate” against
propaganda. Just as an immunological vaccine may pre-emptively confer protection against
a particular pathogen, inoculation theory argues that by pre-emptively presenting someone
with a weakened version of a misleading piece of information, immunity to the actual
misinformation may be conferred by the weakened version triggering a thought process
akin to a cultivation of “mental antibodies” (Compton, 2013; van der Linden and
Roozenbeek, 2020). Evidence has accrued that inoculation approaches can confer
resistance to misinformation about health (Compton, Jackson and Dimmock, 2016), politics
(Pfau et al., 2001) and even highly contested issues such as climate change and immigration,
where people often have strongly held or ideologically-informed prior beliefs (Cook,
Lewandowsky and Ecker, 2017b; van der Linden et al., 2017b; Maertens, Anseel and van der
Linden, 2020; van der Linden, Panagopoulos and Roozenbeek, 2020).
One possible weakness with these earlier inoculation attempts is that they rely on passive
reading of information in order to confer the desired resistance, whereas active and
experiential processes are much more conducive to learning. In turn, there is the issue of
how to scale inoculation theory; it would not be possible to pre-emptively refute every
individual fake news story that ever came along (van der Linden and Roozenbeek, 2020). A
solution developed by (Roozenbeek and van der Linden, 2019a) (Roozenbeek and van der
Linden, 2019b) is using gamification; the authors developed a series of games that allow
participants to play the role of a fake news producer or a twitter user, charged with
attracting followers by sharing fake news online. Players are exposed to weakened doses of
fake news by having them actively generate their own content in order to gain followers and
win the game. The “Bad News” game focuses on those strategies most common to many
fake news stories, such as impersonating people online, building echo chambers and using
emotional language in order to confer broader brush “immunity” that that which would be
conferred by earlier passive and topic specific approaches. (Roozenbeek and van der
Linden, 2019a) integrated a pre-post survey test into the game, testing people’s ability to
identify fake news items before and after playing. They found that the game significantly
reduced players beliefs in several of the key fake news strategies. A similar game has been
developed by (Basol, Roozenbeek and van der Linden, 2020) to attempt to combat
misinformation about COVID-19 called “Go Viral”; once enough data has been collected, the
researchers will run similar analyses to ascertain whether this game is successful in
conferring resistance to misinformation about COVID-19.
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5. Best practice in communicating weather
and climate forecasts
Weather forecasts have a long and venerable history, so forecast professionals have
developed a solid understanding of their different audiences through research and
experience. Although some of their communications suffer from legacy issues (it’s difficult
to change something that everyone has become used to), they have developed many ways
to overcome the problems of communicating uncertain forecasts, over wide geographical
areas, that constantly change through time. Long-term climate communicators have also
gained a lot of experience in dealing with misinformation.
In this review we have separated everyday weather and climate forecasts from storm
forecasts in particular, which have a different focus.

5.1.

What is being done in practice

Weather and climate services have seen rapid development in recent years, in part due to
technological developments in meteorological observation and modelling, and in
telecommunications in general (Deconinck et al., 2017; Nkiaka et al., 2019). (Vaughan,
Dessai and Hewitt, 2018) reviewed over 100 climate services and found that a typical service
was produced by a research institute, often in conjunction with a national meteorological
institute, and operated at a national scale to provide seasonal climate information
(sometimes paired with weather forecasts or longer term climate information)
communicated online, mostly to agricultural decision makers. The authors note however,
that there was a lack of empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of communications by
existing climate services.
5.1.1. Communicating spatially dynamic information
Everyday weather forecasts are often designed to show the weather pattern over a
geographically broad area. This not only allows the forecast to be relevant to a large
audience – useful for a broadcast or geographically-widely-distributed medium – but also
allows the audiences to get an understanding of the prevailing weather pattern (and hence
to develop their own feelings about the certainty or uncertainty of a forecast in one
particular location).
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A screenshot of the UK Met Office’s European animated forecast
As is familiar to most, weather forecasts often use a map (or series of maps), each showing
an average forecast for a single timepoint (such as a day) at a variety of locations across the
map. There is usually little probabilistic information in this type of display. One challenge is
choosing the resolution of the forecast that suits the audience (or the uncertainty in the
forecast itself). This is a problem more acute in storm forecasting, and is covered in that
chapter.
Of course, where animation is possible, dynamic change across the geographic area through
time can be illustrated by showing multiple maps one after the other.
Seasonal climate information, however, is often communicated in terms of relative risks. For
example, the US Climate Prediction Center, which provide seasonal forecasting (mainly for
agriculture), use colours and isobars to illustrate their forecasted temperature and
precipitation deviations from ‘normal’ for coming seasons.
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NOAA Climate Prediction Center’s seasonal forecast, used by agricultural producers and
water supply professionals showing the predicted relative difference from seasonal ‘normal’
values over a 3-month period (NDJ = November, December, January).
These seasonal forecast maps cannot easily display uncertainty or detailed quantitative
information. For that, the Center produces ‘Probability of Exceedance’ data, either as curves
or via an interactive calculator. The maps are also accompanied by a text description,
including text designed for a non-expert audience (see below).

5.1.2. Communicating temporally dynamic information
As mentioned above, it is possible to communicate dynamic geographical information to
some extent by simply animating maps, but for audiences only interested in the forecast for
a particular location, apps and other very localised information sources (e.g. a local town
newspaper) can dispense with the need to cover a wide geographic area and instead
concentrate on giving more precise temporal information. This can be given without
uncertainty (in a deterministic format), or – increasingly commonly – given in a probabilistic
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form. A study in 2014, stopping public on the street in the UK, showed that these ‘narrow’
weather forecasts were the preferred format, particularly for the under-40s (Abraham et al.,
2015).

An example of a ‘narrow’ weather forecast from the UK’s Met Office
5.1.3. Communicating uncertain information
As with all forecasts, weather and climate forecasts are inherently uncertain in nature.
However, they are often (at least historically) communicated in a deterministic way (e.g.
through icons indicating rain). Since these predictions are ‘reality-checked’ regularly by the
audience, it is particularly important that the audience understand the uncertain nature of
the forecast.
One of the major challenges is thus how to communicate uncertainty in a comprehensible
way that doesn’t undermine trust or actionability. Despite advice from the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO, 2008), the US National Research Council ((NRC, 2008)),
and the American Meteorological Society ((Hirschberg et al., 2011)) that weather forecasts
should incorporate forecast uncertainty, throughout Europe, media and audiences have
traditionally been accustomed to deterministic communications about weather (e.g.
tomorrow it will rain or tomorrow it will not rain) (Zabini et al., 2015), and many experts are
reluctant to communicate this uncertainty to the general public (Joslyn and LeClerc, 2013).
Despite this, there is argument that people understand that weather forecasts are uncertain
even when this information is not made explicit to them, and that they already assign their
own degree of uncertainty to these forecasts, which may be less accurate than assessments
users might make if provided with a probabilistic forecast upfront (e.g. (Morss et al., 2008;
Joslyn and Savelli, 2010; Savelli and Joslyn, 2012))
There has been an increased use of probabilistic communication in weather forecasts, but
this can clash with the old deterministic use of icons. There is a concern among some
forecasters that if, for example, it rains whilst the prediction was of a low probability chance
of rain (and the ‘rain’ icon was not used), trust could be undermined as the forecast is seen
as ‘wrong’. Often, then, you see a ‘rain’ icon being used even when the probability
associated with it is low.
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As well as conveying uncertainty, probabilistic information is particularly useful in a
dynamically changing context as it allows a gradual changing of the probabilities without the
sudden switching caused by using categorical, deterministic communication (e.g. chance of
rain at a particular time
can change from 20% to
40% to 60% as that time
approaches, without
changing suddenly from
‘no rain’ forecast to
‘rain’ forecast).
When it comes to
climate forecasts,
specific quantified
uncertainties are more
commonly
communicated. These
can be either in
projections on graphs
(see right), or in some
form on geographical
representations.
IPCC climate change forecasts under different scenarios,
including uncertainty around these forecasts (IPCC, 2014).
5.1.4.

Forecast skill scoring

Although not directly related to how they communicate their uncertainties, it’s worth noting
that weather and climate forecasters are trained using forecast skill scoring, such as Brier
scoring, which is a system designed to punish over-confident wrong forecasts (through
calculating the mean square difference between the predicted probability assigned to an
outcome and the actual outcome).
As a very simple example (Wikipedia, 2020), suppose that a forecaster is forecasting the
probability P that it will rain on a given day. The Brier score is calculated as follows:
• If the forecast is 100% (P = 1) and it rains, then the Brier Score is 0, the best score
achievable.
• If the forecast is 100% and it does not rain, then the Brier Score is 1, the worst score
achievable.
• If the forecast is 70% (P = 0.70) and it rains, then the Brier Score is (0.70−1) 2 = 0.09.
• In contrast, if the forecast is 70% (P = 0.70) and it does not rain, then the Brier Score
is (0.70−0)2 = 0.49.
• Similarly, if the forecast is 30% (P = 0.30) and it rains, then the Brier Score is
(0.30−1)2 = 0.49.
• If the forecast is 50% (P = 0.50), then the Brier score is (0.50−1) 2 = (0.50−0)2 = 0.25,
regardless of whether it rains.
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There are a wide range of forecast skill scoring systems. Low probability events present a
challenge, but see:
https://www.cawcr.gov.au/projects/verification/#Methods_for_rare_events.
The ‘skill’ level of a climate forecast (i.e. how often that forecast is accurate, over historical
time) is often displayed alongside it as a way of communicating uncertainty (Barnston, He
and Unger, 2000).
5.1.5. Choosing an appropriate level of detail/precision
Experts, when interviewed, expressed concern over the level of detail included in weather
forecasts, e.g. hourly forecasts. Their worry was that showing such detailed information
could lead to false perceptions of accuracy. Indeed, one of the challenges of the forecaster,
they felt, was ‘to manage the audience’s expectations’.
However, with many competing and commercialised outlets for weather forecasts, the
‘arms race’ means that reducing the amount of information and increasing the
communication of such uncertainty is difficult as competitors might not do so and hence
could be more popular.
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Case study: weather forecast communication in UK Met
Office
The UK Met Office produce forecasts for use across a wide spectrum of media as well as for
audiences ranging from the general public to specialist professionals who want long-range or
detailed geographical forecasts.
They use layered communication, with the top-level message being either a daily or hourly
forecast (depending on medium and sometimes a default controlled by individual users)
including temperature and likelihood of precipitation as the default main messages. They
produce both map-based (geography-centric) and location-specific (time-centric) outputs that
are designed to be useable by different outlets.
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UK Met Office cont’d
Change in space and time
On the UK rainfall map, the rain is displayed showing the last 6 hours as well as the forecast into
the next 24 hours. This helps people visualise the movement of the rainstorms and have a deeper
understanding of the forecast.

For each type of information, further information is available that can involve behavioural
recommendations or threshold measures.

5.2.
What is known about the effects on the
audience?

5.2.1.

The right information?

In 1993, a winter storm hit the Eastern US with such force that hundreds of people died,
from exposure, heart attacks as they shovelled snow, road accidents and falling trees. The
Weather Channel, a 24-hour weather service had been broadcasting strong warnings and
forecasts of the storm in the run up to it hitting the region. Why had so many people died,
seemingly caught unawares? The channel called in risk communication expert Baruch
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Fischhoff to investigate. In a characteristically insightful piece of work (Fischhoff, 1994), he
identified that it was not a problem of the public misunderstanding that bad weather was
forecast. What seemed to be a problem was understanding what that weather meant for
them. What killed people was the consequences of the storm – the driving conditions, the
disruption of the transport system or electricity supply, their attempts to shovel snow. The
hazard was communicated, but not the risks associated with it.
Despite the maturity of weather and climate forecasting as a communications exercise,
research suggests that a gap still exists between what scientists think is useful information
and what users actually find usable for their decision making (Lemos, Kirchhoff and
Ramprasad, 2012; Klemm and McPherson, 2017), and society’s most vulnerable groups in
particular are not benefitting from improvements in forecasting capacity (Allis et al., 2019;
Nkiaka et al., 2019). This highlights the need to work with key audiences of weather and
climate communications globally, to design communications that are comprehensible and
trustworthy for users, and that serve their localised decision making needs. There is
considerable evidence that climate services that are co-developed between producers and
their audience are those which are most useful (Dilling and Lemos, 2011; Steynor et al.,
2016; Vaughan et al., 2016).
5.2.2.

Do people understand the information?

Another challenge associated with the rapid development of weather and climate services is
that users potentially have access to vast amounts of information that they did not
previously (Morss et al., 2017), making it difficult to process and to sort task relevant from
task irrelevant information.
Use of icons and symbols has been a popular way of trying to simplify weather forecast
information and increase its accessibility by the audience (Keeling, 2010; Zabini et al., 2015).
However, a large survey of the public in the Italian region of Tuscany, (Zabini et al., 2015)
demonstrated fundamental misinterpretations of common weather icons, as did a study on
Norwegians (Sivle et al., 2014), suggesting that such an approach may not be as effective at
communicating meteorological information as its prevalence might suggest. (Zabini et al.,
2015) note that these misinterpretations might be reduced by providing text-based
explanations to accompany the images.
In what seems a sensible hypothesis, (Hegarty, Canham and Fabrikant, 2010) suggested that
making the information most relevant to a user’s specific tasks the most cognitively salient
information in weather maps might help their decision-making. For example, if a weather
map shows both temperature (using a colour coded heat map) and pressure information
(using isobar lines), but the task the viewer has to do relates to wind speed, then pressure
information will be more important to them than the temperature information. A
communicator can adapt a weather map to accommodate this by making the pressure
information more salient, perhaps by emboldening the isobars and reducing the intensity of
the temperature heatmap. Despite the apparent logic of this approach, evaluations of its
efficacy have been mixed, with some studies showing visual salience improves task
performance provided users have been trained in meteorological principles (e.g. (Hegarty,
Canham and Fabrikant, 2010)), and others showing no effect of visual salience, either before
or after training (e.g.(Fabrikant, Hespanha and Hegarty, 2010).
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5.2.3.

Do people understand the uncertainty?

Large studies in the US (over 1000 participants each) showed that over 95% of these
participants inferred uncertainty in weather forecasts even when it wasn’t being
communicated (Morss et al., 2008; Joslyn and Savelli, 2010). They also instinctively realised
that shorter lead-time forecasts were likely to be more certain. A significant majority also
preferred uncertainty to be communicated and liked a percentage, probabilistic format
when given a choice, as well as a concise context for uncertainty if there is one (e.g. the
presence of a cold front, whose movement is not easily predicted and can change the
temperature forecast from one extreme to another).
It is well-established that the public don’t interpret the probabilities the way that
forecasters intend, and indeed that forecasters themselves can differ in interpretation (De
Elía and Laprise, 2005; Gigerenzer et al., 2005). Much of the issue appears not to be with
the probability itself, but with the event that the probability is attached to: does ‘70%
chance’ refer to a geographical area over which it will rain, a time period over which it
would rain, or the chance of rain occurring or not in a particular location etc? Thus, being
clear about the event described may be the key (Fischhoff, 1994; Handmer and Proudley,
2007; Joslyn, Nadav-greenberg and Nichols, 2009; Juanchich and Sirota, 2016)
Despite expert concerns about communicating probabilistic forecasts, there is also now
evidence that people make higher quality decisions based on forecasts that communicate
numeric uncertainty estimates than they do based on deterministic forecasts or explicit
advice. For example (Joslyn et al., 2007) demonstrated that people made more accurate
decisions about whether to issue a wind speed advisory when using a forecast that included
probabilistic information than when using an equivalent deterministic forecast. NadavGreenberg and Joslyn, (2009) found similar results for participants making a decision about
protecting roads against icing, as did (Roulston et al., 2006) looking at decision making
based on temperature forecasts and (Morss et al., 2008) on precipitation.
This may seem at odds with earlier cited research suggesting that people do not
comprehend probabilities, particularly small probabilities, very well (e.g. Kahneman and
Tversky, 1979; Stone, Yates and Parker, 1994; Rottenstreich and Hsee, 2001; Hertwig et al.,
2004). However as (Joslyn and LeClerc, 2013) note, these studies evaluate people’s
performance compared to a ‘rational’ standard, rather than comparing relative
performance between forecast communications that do not communicate any uncertainty
and those that do. Indeed, in an earlier study (Joslyn and LeClerc, 2012) examined decision
quality regarding road salting based on probabilistic compared to deterministic forecasts
across a variety of different forecasted probabilities of freezing temperatures. The rational
choice was to salt the road whenever the probability of freezing was at or above 17%, and
the study showed that decisions using the probabilistic forecast were significantly closer in
value to what the outcome would be under purely rational conditions. In further
encouraging results from this study, participants’ levels of trust in the probabilistic forecast
were higher than they were in the deterministic forecast.
It should be noted however, that in a condition where the forecast of freezing was just
above the normative threshold of 17%, decision making using the probabilistic forecast was
poorest in quality; people chose to salt the roads only 35% of the time. The provision of
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decision making advice improved the quality of decision making up to a value of 49%,
however the authors argue that for high impact, low probability events, where action may
need to be taken even where the absolute probability of the event is low (such as
hurricanes, earthquakes or tornadoes) probabilistic forecasting using absolute probabilities
may not be as helpful for decision makers as compared to deterministic forecasts.
In a complementary study, (Le Clerc and Joslyn, 2012) tested whether using an odds ratio
format for expressing uncertainty - which makes explicit the relative change in risk
compared to a particular baseline - improved decision making compared to the uncertainty
format using absolute risks. They found that likelihood of salting at low probabilities of
freezing increased substantially to between 70 and 90%, although they showed that the
likelihood of salting also increased below the 17% normative threshold. This suggests that
while relative risk communications seem to encourage more cautious decision making (as
might be useful for the low probability, high impact events mentioned above), they do not
lead to normatively better decisions. Clearly then, the choice of format in which the
probability is expressed has measurable consequences for decision making and this should
be borne in mind when choosing if and how to communicate uncertainty.
Of course, a probabilistic forecast of very low frequency events is also very difficult to verify
(since the events happen so rarely) and public reactions to them may well be very different.
5.2.4.

Verbal versus numerical communication

The literature around communicating risks and uncertainty verbally rather than numerically
is large, and includes many studies in weather and climate. The universal conclusion is that
verbal scales are interpreted differently, both within expert groups and public audiences
and so verbal terms cannot be relied upon to communicate quantitative measures or
degrees of uncertainty (e.g. (Patt and Dessai, 2005; Budescu, Broomell and Por, 2009;
Budescu, Por and Broomell, 2012; Harris et al., 2013; Budescu et al., 2014; Morss et al.,
2016).
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6. Best practice in communicating storm
and hurricane risks
A storm, tornado or hurricane forecast has many similarities to an earthquake forecast: it is
a potentially catastrophic event that occurs in certain geographic regions with higher
frequency than others, and whose forecasts are subject to a number of uncertainties in both
time and space. They do, however, have the distinct advantage of being visible to satellites!

6.1.

What is being done in practice

Hurricane related deaths in the US have been reduced by 90% compared to 1950s
expectations (Rappaport, 2000). The dominant contributor to this are timely evacuations in
response to hurricane forecasts (Rappaport, 2000; Gladwin et al., 2009). Data visualisations
are an important source of information during uncertain hazard events such as hurricanes
(Padilla et al. 2020). Evidence from the US shows that during storm events, the public
depend on news broadcasts to inform decisions about evacuation (e.g. Driscoll & Salwen,
1996; Lindell et al. 2005; Lindell & Perry, 2004), which typically use visualisations of
hurricanes to communicate storm risk (Padilla at al. 2020). Clearly, ensuring timely
communications about hurricanes and other storm events that are comprehensible,
trustworthy and actionable will be vital to the continued efforts to reduce losses from these
events.
Forecasts usually use one of two formats: a satellite image showing the current location and
extent of the storm with graphical representations of its forecast route, or a purely graphical
forecast of its trajectory.
6.1.1. Communicating small probabilities
Storms (especially tornados) can be very localised and very transient in time, which means
that the probabilities of them occurring in any one place is very small. Forecasters
discovered that if they were forecasting over too small a spatial area or time period, then
the probabilities for even ‘high likelihood’ events (in their mind) seemed very small to their
audience. But if they increased the time/space over which they were forecasting to increase
the probabilities to those which people might take notice of, that made it difficult to
increase the probability meaningfully during the day as certainty increased. This has
required careful tailoring, finding the right balance for the audience in terms of the size of
area being forecast for and the type of messaging being used (see NOAA case study).
6.1.2. Communicating uncertainty
The biggest challenge in communicating a storm warning is dealing with the multiple
uncertainties in the forecast: the timings of the storm’s projected movements; the force of
it at each time point; and the trajectory of the eye of the storm.
Storm forecasts in the US generally use text and quite sophisticated terminology because
their expert users will understand it. It’s more difficult for them to communicate to a public
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audience and most of the work that has been done on public communications relate to
hurricane forecasts. User understanding of forecast uncertainty is a vital component of
informed decision making regarding hurricane evacuation choices.
Ensemble data is the most common type of forecast data used in weather and climate
forecasting (Sanyal et al. 2010), and one that makes the geospatial uncertainty in a forecast
explicit. Once multiple data values or “ensemble members” are produced (e.g. from runs of
individual forecasting models), they are visualised by plotting each on the same Cartesian
coordinate plane such that all values can be viewed in an “ensemble display” and so making
the geospatial uncertainty in such forecasts clear (Brodlie, Osorio & Lopes, 2012; Potter et
al. 2009; Harris 2000; Padilla et al. 2017).
Despite use of such displays within the scientific community, when communicating to the
public ensemble data are often simplified into summary displays that detail summary
statistics based on the underlying ensemble data (Pang, 2008; Whitaker, Mirzargar & Kirby
2013).
6.1.3. Giving emergency advice in a dynamically changing situation
Once a storm like a tornado is actually occurring, forecasters can give warnings about
duration for the location, to within 15 minutes. What is vital is that the audience already
know how to respond to the warnings, and when they might ‘expire’. Training is done in
schools in the US in areas where tornados or hurricanes are likely, and this is effective. In
one district, when a storm struck, no one between the ages of 5-22 were killed, and only
one parent of a child who had been in school during that time. This probably demonstrates
the long-lasting effect of training.
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Case study: US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s storm warnings
NOAA’s earliest storm forecast warnings date from the 1950s, and a lot of the methods used to
communicate them have changed little since the 1970s, when their main targets were expert user
groups such as emergency management and local meteorological centres. Since the 1990s they
have been using probabilistic and numerical communication rather than just verbal terms of
likelihoods.
Because of this legacy, and the fact that it’s difficult to change existing systems, their
communications are not optimised for a public audience. However, they are well-attuned to their
expert audience.
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NOAA cont’d

The communication of changes over time – such as the arrival time of a storm – is still relatively
complex to try to get across in a still image (see above), and uncertainties are also a key focus. The
way that uncertainties in time and space (such as the likely track of a hurricane) are communicated
to a public audience is something that is being researched (see following section).
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NOAA cont’d
The forecasts involve text warnings and there is an interactive map on the website which allows the
audience to select what storm outcome they are interested in, and over what kind of background
(showing cities, major road networks etc).
Graphics had evolved with print, where they couldn’t show continuous gradients, however now
that this is possible, graphics are moving towards that, and away from categorical colour bands. If
colour bands are used, what’s important is to ensure that they are comparable across different
products. For example, one problem at the moment is that wind speeds can be represented by two
very different scales (tropical storm force or hurricane force), but each share the same colour scale.
This difference was used in ‘Sharpiegate’ - when President Trump mistakenly listed a hurricane as
having the potential to affect Alabama, and a map of the cone of uncertainty was changed to
represent his assertion. NOAA issued a statement saying that ‘tropical storm force winds’ could
affect Alabama. The colours used on tropical storm and hurricane forecasts were the same,
although the wind forces represented were very different, and it is possible that someone mistook
the forecast of tropical storm force winds for one of hurricane force winds.
For hurricanes and tropical storms, NOAA produce a ‘key messages’ document to accompany the
more technical bulletins, which help translate the details for a public audience.
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NOAA cont’d

Given that severe storms like tornadoes tend to be very localised and very transient there is a big
trade-off in terms of false alarm rate: it is impossible to pin-point the exact path of the storm, and
yet it has high impact. Only research can help: into the public’s tolerance for false-alarms and
missed forecasts, plus careful communication about uncertainty and rapidly changing alerts (e.g.
‘This alert lasts 30 minutes. Seek cover now. If you do not experience a tornado within the next 30
minutes then it has passed your location or dissipated and it is safe to leave shelter’).
The importance of terminology is also important: people’s different interpretations of verbal terms
(such as ‘moderate’), but also the fact that some categories of risk might be trigger-thresholds for
certain emergency procedures. They discovered how important it was that they, as forecasters,
knew the difference to the emergency services of moving from one category of risk to another: it
might trigger the closing of schools in certain localities etc.
The communications chain with broadcasters can be very two-way in the US. Local information is
important, so the Storm Prediction Center have an official chat room where local broadcasters and
people with a log-in can give a local weather check (‘how big are the hailstones where you are?’)
which can feed in to the forecast. The broadcasters therefore know the background: what storms
are brewing but not yet triggering a warning etc. The forecasters also have a contact list of
emergency managers, schools, infrastructure managers and broadcasters that they ensure that they
contact if there is a warning to be made. Twice a year they have a media workshop training people
on how to interpret the information and report it – but it’s all about trust and relationships (and
two-way communications).
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Case study: UK Met Office’s weather warnings
The UK’s Met Office creates severe weather alerts, which are sent out through several channels
including their own app, SMS notifications to subscribed users and partnerships with media
channels, as well as a tailored communication specifically for decision-makers such as local
emergency responders.
There are two aims to the warnings:
• alerting people of severe weather to help them get prepared for it
• helping people make decisions about what actions need to be taken
In order to do this, the messages tend to comprise:
• What the hazard is (e.g. rain, wind, snow, fog)
• Where (location shown on map)
• When (time frame, with the sentence “between … to….”)
• What to expect as a result
• Further information link (e.g. how much snow is expected)
Depending on the audiences and situations, it may also contain:
• Level of risk and severity through a risk matrix
• What’s happening at the moment
• Expected impact
• What to do

The warning is by default sent to people who are located in the warning area where there is a
higher than 50% probability of a ‘medium’ impact affecting a ‘wide range of people’. The
information is usually issued 2-3 days in advance (minimum 2hrs in advance of an event, but for a
larger event, the more notice the better) and then updated daily for emergency responders, with
more sporadic public updates. Giving a warning too long before an event is perceived as potentially
leading to a devaluing of the accuracy and trustworthiness of the information.
Their alert messages are carefully worded, stressing the fact that only a few areas will be affected
to avoid creating false alarms over a wide area: e.g. “Most places will not be affected, however
isolated thunderstorms will bring severe trouble disruption in some locations.”
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They frame their public messages as a story as well as embracing a layered communication
approach, with a simple overview of the message linking down to deeper information. One
challenge is that after a public warning, there is increased public traffic to helplines asking
for personal confirmation of the warning.
For emergency responders, they provide a risk matrix (see image above) although note that
they have reports of the colour banding being confusing as it doesn’t always match
behavioural advice) and verbal communication of probabilistic information (“is likely to”, “is
possible to”, “is probable to”, “will”) alongside it. The Met Office use verbal terms instead of
numeric probabilities in their weather warnings, although they use a specific set of language
translating probabilities into these verbal terms:
Matrix Likelihood
Label
High

Best Practice
Likelihood %
>80%

Medium

50-80%

Low

30-50%

Very Low

10-30%

Very Low

<10%

Word(s) not to use
Localised/isolated

Word/Phrase
Definitely, Certain, Will
happen, Almost Certain,
Very Likely, Expected
Anticipated, Good Chance,
Likely, Probably (Probable)
Possible, Might, Potential,
Maybe, Perhaps, Could
Happen, Chance
Slight/Small Chance, Not
Likely, Unlikely
Not expected (therefore
no warning issued)

Rationale
It is meaningless to those
outside meteorology
Confidence/confident Feedback suggests that
confidence implies an
individual’s personal view
and the message is not
considered authoritative or
reliable
Best estimate
Interpreted as guessing
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is overused

Matrix Impact
Label
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

Met Office
Term
Isolated
Localised
Widespread
Widespread

Recommended
Word/Phrase
Dangerous, Very Serious
Large, Substantial, Some
Minor, Few
Limited, Negligible

Recommended
Word/Phrase
Few places/here and there
Some places/small area
Extensive
Over a large area

Suggested alternative
Some places, small areas
Use likelihood words to convey the level of
certainty. Describe issues leading to
uncertainty in the Further Details section, if
appropriate to do so

Use likelihood words to convey certainty
Every warning is inherently uncertain,
therefore it is not necessary to state it all
the time. Using the likelihood words will
convey probability without stating ‘this
forecast is uncertain’. Phrases such as ‘it is
possible that the impacts could occur
further north’ conveys uncertainty without
stating ‘it is uncertain’.
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6.2.
What is known about the effects on the
audience?
Extreme weather event forecasting has received specific attention in the literature, with the
US hurricane forecasting system being thoroughly analysed from forecaster to end users by
(Bostrom et al., 2016). They interviewed 8 National Weather Service forecasters, 5
broadcasters, and 6 public officials in Florida to map their decision-making and
communications pathways. It highlighted that although communication was good between
the forecasters and the broadcasters and public officials, there was a proliferation of
products which could be streamlined and better adapted to the users’ needs. A clear
concern of all was the communication of uncertainty, and the need to communicate impacts
rather than just hazards. (Potter et al., 2018) show that communications that integrate
impact information into the communication affect people’s perception of the risk and
understanding of potential impacts more than warnings based only on hazard information,
although they show that this does not have an influence on how much action people
undertake in response to the warning. They also highlight the need to include information
on what people should do in response to the warning.
In another evaluation of the US National Weather Service’s communication of hazardous
weather information, (Demuth et al., 2013) highlight the need to improve communication of
threat existence, but also of the dynamic nature of weather hazards and their varied periods
of potential impact, by providing information on threat timing. They demonstrated that
providing coupled text detailing start and end time of both a short-duration severe
thunderstorm warning and a longer duration flood-watch improved participants’
understanding of the precise timing the warnings were in effect.

6.2.1.
Do people understand summaries of ensemble
models?
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Example forecast for Hurricane Sandy, Friday 26th October 2012 from the National Hurricane
Centre, USA. They use a summary display to depict the average forecasted path of the
hurricane and the uncertainty associated with that forecast.
Whilst hurricane forecasters typically use ensemble modelling, they then convert their
ensemble results into a summary graphic for their audiences. It is argued that summary
displays are easier for the viewer to understand than a full ensemble model (Padilla et al.
2017). For example, chloropleth maps (that use colour to encode summary statistics rather
than plotting all individual data points) may be easier to comprehend than ensemble
displays (Harrower & Brewer 2003; Watson, 2013), and may decrease mental workload and
thus reduce task performance time (Dobson 1973; 1980).
Recent work, though, has suggested that there are some negatives to these kind of
summary displays (Padilla et al., 2017). Besides hiding important characteristics of a dataset
such as bimodality or skew (Whitaker, Mirzargar & Kirby, 2013), there is evidence that
summary displays can lead to biases in decision making as compared to ensemble displays
(Correll & Heer, 2017) and can be misinterpreted by both public and expert audiences (Belia
et al. 2005; Newman & Scholl 2012; Savelli & Joslyn, 2013).
The value of summary versus ensemble displays has been evaluated rigorously for hurricane
forecasts. Such forecasts are typically communicated in a particular format of summary
display – a hurricane cone, or cone of uncertainty – that provides information on the
forecasted track of a hurricane through space and time and the uncertainty associated with
that summary forecast in the form of a 66% confidence interval and calculated by averaging
historical hurricane forecast tracks over a five year period (Cox et al. 2013; Padilla et al.
2017) (e.g. the figure above). Alternative, ensemble displays have been developed to
communicate the same information, but illustrating each individual path the hurricane
could take, rather than the summary statistics that the cone display uses (see below).
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There is increasing evidence to suggest that ‘cone of uncertainty’ summary displays can be
interpreted in a biased way by the viewer. For example viewers have been shown to
assume that locations in the centre of the cone that are at a later point in time will receive
more damage than those at an earlier point in time, although this bias also exists for
ensemble representations but in the opposite direction (Ruginski et al. 2016). Furthermore,
viewers have been shown to be significantly more likely to report that the display shows the
size of the hurricane growing through time when viewing a summary cone style display than
when viewing an ensemble version, rather than the correct interpretation which is that
what is represented is the increasing uncertainty of the forecast over time (Ruginski et al.
2016; Padilla et al. 2017). Padilla et al. 2017 further demonstrate that the salient visual
features of both the cone (its increasing size) and the ensemble display (its diverging tracks)
can bias participant judgements about the hurricane being forecasted. They demonstrate
that although ensemble displays may better communicate the concept of uncertainty in the
forecast, when used to make point-based judgements about impacts at specific locations,
individual ensemble members may be overweighted in their decision making. They thus go
onto suggest that decisions about which visualisation to use should be informed by the task
the viewer is expected to perform using the visualisation (Padilla et al. 2017). (Padilla,
Creem-Regehr and Thompson, 2020) go on to demonstrate that this bias can be reduced by
changing the number of hurricane tracks the display depicts, and providing a text
explanation of the display, although in neither case is the bias fully eliminated.
6.2.2.

Evaluations of tornado alerts

Evaluation of communications about tornados have also received some attention in the
literature. Many studies focus on the alert system and associated terminology used by the
US National Weather Service who communicate categories of alert in their tornado
communications (and their communications about many other hazards, such as flash
floods). Specifically, they issue alerts in two categories. The first is a “watch” which
indicates an increase in the risk of an event in a particular area. The second is a warning,
which indicates that an event is highly probable, imminent or occurring in that area (Morss
et al., 2016). This gradation allows meaningful updating of information in real time as the
forecast of the event changes.
Results of tests of comprehension of these two types of alert have been somewhat
inconsistent (Ripberger et al., 2019). Whilst some studies demonstrate that the vast
majority of people can understand the distinction between a tornado watch and a tornado
warning (Balluz et al., 2000; Schultz et al., 2010), others show comprehension is much lower
(Powell and O’Hair, 2008; Mason and Senkbeil, 2015). (Ripberger et al., 2019) suggest that
much of this variation likely comes from geography and sampling methods, although there
is also some demographic variation, with comprehension increasing with age (Powell and
O’Hair, 2008; Sherman-Morris, 2010), and variation due to geographic variability in amount
of exposure to these types of alerts (Powell and O’Hair, 2008). Having identified many
measurement inconsistencies between these various studies of audience reception,
comprehension and response to tornado warnings, (Ripberger et al., 2019) have attempted
to develop a robust, reliable survey measure of these concepts that is still sensitive to
demographic and geographic variation in response. Their data and code are open source
and can be found here: https://github.com/oucrcm
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6.2.3.

Do people take action as the result of a warning?

Of course, as discussed earlier, in some cases the desired outcome of a communication is
not just to inform, but to encourage action of some sort, from basic preparedness through
to more extreme responses such as evacuation. Thus many studies have also examined
people’s behavioural responses to these National Weather Service Alerts. Studies that
measure behavioural response are quite varied in their findings about the proportion of
people responding to tornado warnings (e.g. (Balluz et al., 2000; Chaney et al., 2013; Miran,
Ling and Rothfusz, 2018), whilst those that report on behavioural intentions are more
consistent, finding that between 75% and 90% of participants intend to take action upon
receipt of the next tornado warning they receive (e.g. (Schultz et al., 2010; Ripberger, Silva,
Jenkins-Smith and James, 2015; Ripberger, Silva, Jenkins-Smith, Carlson, et al., 2015; Lindell
et al., 2016; Ripberger et al., 2019)). This difference in consistency perhaps speaks in part to
the gap between behavioural intentions and actual practiced behaviour, and should be
borne in mind when considering the results of these sorts of studies.
There is again variation in response to these sorts of communications according to different
demographics (Ripberger et al., 2019). For example responsiveness seems to increase with
education level (e.g. (Balluz et al., 2000)) and initially with age, although after a certain
point the age relationship is inverted (e.g. (Senkbeil, Rockman and Mason, 2012; Chaney et
al., 2013)). Additionally, men are typically less responsive than women (e.g. (ShermanMorris, 2010; Ripberger, Silva, Jenkins-Smith and James, 2015; Robinson, Pudlo and Wehde,
2019). Clearly then, even within a public audience, different types of people respond in
different ways to such warning communications.
6.2.4.

Is there a worry about ‘false alarms’?

Successfully providing people with advanced warning of a hazard can save lives, for example
(Simmons and Sutter, 2008) demonstrated that tornado warnings with lead times up to 17
minutes reduce injuries and fatalities from these events. There is an inevitable trade-off,
however, between probability of detection of a hazard event and the number of false
alarms. If you never issue any warnings, you never issue false alarms but of course you also
never successfully warn people about actual events that do occur. If you issue a warning for
every forecasted event then your event detection success rate is 100%, but at the cost of
potentially issuing a multitude of false alarms (Simmons and Sutter, 2009). How this trade
off should be satisfied depends on what the effects of false alarms are, for example do they
reduce people’s engagement in preparedness actions or willingness to continue using alert
delivery devices, and do they increase the incidence of casualties from hazard events?
Thus far, evidence for the effects of false alarms have been mixed. Some studies have
shown that false alarms do not affect confidence in warning systems (e.g. (Schultz et al.,
2010)), whilst others show little negative impact of false alarms on decision making in
response to warnings (e.g. (Dow and Cutter, 1998)). However, other work on tornado early
warning systems has demonstrated that the false alarm rate is strongly related to tornado
fatalities and injuries, possibly by reducing responsiveness to warnings (Simmons and
Sutter, 2009), perhaps because they undermine credibility of the organisation that issues
the alert in the first place (Ripberger, Silva, Jenkins-Smith, Carlson, et al., 2015).
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Although in the immediate aftermath of a false alarm the precise details of what went
wrong or the true nature of the hazard in question might not be known, research suggests
that rapid communication in times of crisis may help maintain trust in the communicating
organisation (e.g. (Covello, 2003; McBride et al., 2020)). Thus a dynamic system of postalert updating, where the audience are rapidly advised of any mismatch between the alarm
and the actuality of the event, and potentially given an “all-clear” message, may be one
solution to any problems associated with false alarms (McBride et al., 2020).
6.2.5.

The challenge of misinformation

False rumours are a problem around hurricanes and other storms, just as they are around all
sorts of events. For example, in 2017, as both Hurricanes Harvey and Irma approached the
US coast, rumours spread on social media that evacuation shelters were checking people’s
immigration status. Of course this could discourage many residents from seeking safe
shelter. (Hunt, Wang and Zhuang, 2020) followed the spread of the rumour and its
corrections on Twitter. Official corrections from government offices were the most
retweeted, followed by messages from other verified accounts and news agencies. The
rumour also had far less traction the ‘second time around’ when Hurricane Irma hit, after
considerable correction activity after Hurricane Harvey. This shows the importance of
credible sources and the power of both government and major media sources in debunking
rumours on social media.
6.2.6.

Words or numbers?

Weather warning systems such as those discussed above provide some uncertainty
information through categorical warnings based on likelihood of occurrence, or categories
that combine likelihood and severity (e.g. the US National Weather Service’s watch vs
warning system; the UK Met Office’s Yellow, Amber and Red alert system). However as
discussed earlier, there are very large variations in the numerical values people attach to
such verbally described probabilities, as evaluated extensively in the weather and climate
change literature. Underestimations of the risk that should be attached to each category
may be one explanation for sometimes observed low compliance rates with emergency
protocols such as evacuation (Joslyn and LeClerc, 2013). Attaching numeric probabilities to
verbal category terms can improve people’s accuracy in assessing the terms however (e.g.
(Budescu et al., 2014)). And indeed, the studies discussed above that show improved
decision making when uncertainty information is communicated all use numeric formats in
their communications.
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7. Best practice in communicating flood
risks
Flooding, particularly flash flooding, can be a catastrophic risk. Rather like seismic risk it has
both geographic spread and temporal components as well as a magnitude of impact, all of
which can be uncertain.
However, it also has long-term components, with residents of areas at risk of flooding being
made aware of the possibility of flood, how to prepare for it, what alerts and warnings are
available, and the flood risk also has implications on planning and construction.

7.1.

What is being done in practice

7.1.1. Being prepared
Flood risks are well prepared-for in many countries. For example, many have emergency
protocols triggered by automatic level detection in water gauges. This can give a lead-time
of several days for local decision-makers and emergency responders to put plans into
action. Having an emergency protocol in place means that messages can be shorter and
clearer: people already know what to do, they just need telling that an emergency protocol
has now been triggered. For example, in Zambia there is a flood warning system using
WhatsApp to alert the Red Cross and government figures, and an email system that goes to
local leaders.
What has proved important in all countries is training with the relevant stakeholders to
ensure that they know the protocols and understand the communications. Involving them in
the design of the communications system ensures that they have ‘buy in’ and that it suits
their needs, as well as ensuring that appropriate and well-understood language/graphics are
used.
7.1.2. Communicating the potential impact
There are many types of flooding (e.g. coastal, river, surface water) which each pose a
different kind of impact. Both the potential depth and the potential velocity of moving
water pose thresholds for flood warnings.
Another problem is that impacts vary hugely over short geographical distances: houses
slightly further from a river, or on slightly higher ground, may not receive any damage at all
compared to their surroundings.
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Case study: UK Environment Agency and Met Office
The UK’s flood communication is designed to increase awareness of the hazard, help people
understand risk, prepare for floods and be prepared to deal with the aftermath of them. ‘Flood
resilience’ is what they aim to help provide, and they do a lot of local community work to ensure
that local people buy in to the solutions being provided.
Preparation
‘Resilience engagement advisors’ work locally with schools, businesses and local communities to
help them prepare for floods.
General risk
Non real-time modelling provides a hazard map showing the level of risk to each geographic
location over a 1 year period. The map is searchable and zoomable and gives a colour coding for
four levels of risk: High (dark blue), Medium (mid blue), Low (light blue), Very low (very light blue).
These correspond to annual likelihoods of flooding of >3.3%, 1-3.3%, 0.1-1%, <0.1%.
‘Traffic light’ colour coding is not used because this is not an emergency situation.
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UK Environment Agency & Met Office cont’d
Communicating medium-term trends
Flood risk can increase over the medium-term, as detected by changing water levels. This increasing
risk over both time and space can be communicated by colour-coded percentage increases in water
levels at different geographic locations.
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UK Environment Agency & Met Office cont’d
Short-range forecasting
The likelihood of flood is forecast daily for the next 5 days via a series of 5 maps on the Environment
Agency website. This is done every day to ensure that everyone is used to the system and when a
flood comes, people are not ‘on the back foot’ and are pro-active, not reactive.
Four colours are used to communicate four levels of risk: Very low (green), Low (yellow), Medium
(orange) and High (red). Alongside the map is text which is designed to be action-focussed and easy
to understand, and an arrow showing whether the risk is increased since the last statement or
decreased. The broad scale of the map is designed to help emergency planners rather than the
public. These stakeholders are also e-mailed a flood risk matrix showing likelihood and impact.
Beyond 5 days the uncertainties in the forecast become too high to be useful. Numerical
probabilities are only shared with governmental partners – all others get verbal statements as
feedback suggested they wanted a ‘simplified’ approach. A telephone contact number is provided
to answer further questions.

Public short-term flood warning

Short term flood warning sent to emergency responders and planners.
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UK Environment Agency & Met Office cont’d
Flood warning
Flood warnings and short-term flood forecasts are based on real time modelling where information
is continuously updated according to the rainfall forecast and observations. 6-12 hours in advance
of a forecast flood, when a certain threshold is reached, an automated public warning system is
triggered, which sends an alert to all phones in the areas at risk (no subscription necessary). This
system has been in place since 1996. The time frame is chosen to allow people enough time to
prepare but to be close enough to the forecast event to minimise uncertainties, and increase
people’s confidence in the forecast as well as minimise any period of distress as they prepare.
The media, social media, emails and stakeholders such as local authorities, volunteer organizations
and the emergency services are all used to issue the warnings.
For public communications, they try to relate the forecast event to a recent historical one to help
give context to the expected impacts (e.g. ‘the last time it flooded to this extent was 2007’).
Localised public information
On the Environment Agency website, they display the water levels at each of their gauges,
alongside their threshold trigger levels and the highest level ever recorded at that point. This allows
people to check and monitor their local area themselves if they have any concerns, as well as
identify minor flood risks which would not trigger an automatic warning.
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Case study: Coastal flooding and the roulette wheel of doom
One problem with communicating coastal flooding is that the event is contingent on several
circumstances happening at once… the ‘perfect storm’. For a major coastal flooding event to occur
it requires a high tide to be combined with low air pressure and high winds in the right direction.
Forecasters therefore have the difficult job of trying to communicate that a potential situation is
developing, but that if one factor changes, the whole situation could dissipate completely.
One way to do this, invented by architect Ed Barsley, is to show people a ‘roulette wheel’ made up
of concentric rings, each showing the range of potential possible outcomes for an important factor,
and their potential likelihood (by area):

By showing that a flood will only occur when the rings line up with a red sector ‘at the top’, people
can get a sense of the situation.
This was designed as a physical demonstration, but could be adapted as a graphic for broadcasts,
where the public can see how aligned factors currently are and hence which to keep an eye on.
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7.2.
What is known about the effects on the
audience?
A systematic review of flood risk communications (Kellens et al., 2013) concluded that
theoretical and empirical studies are “nearly non-existent”. The few studies that they
reported on, along with a handful of others (including qualitative studies) from our own
literature search however, are worth considering.
7.2.1.

Sources of information

There is evidence that people use information from a variety of sources (such as the media,
personal judgement of river levels and rainfall, friends and neighbours) to inform them
about flood risks (e.g. (Mileti, 1995); (Creutin et al., 2009)), and prefer information to come
from numerous channels (Kreibich et al., 2009). (Kashefi et al., 2009) found that those living
in flood-prone areas were extremely proactive in seeking information and showed a high
understanding of the risk, but that this was likely due to past experience affecting the
perception of the risk. The source of the information and its direct, local, relevance was
important to them in terms of trust, and the reason they sought out information from many
sources was the concern that floods were such a localised and difficult-to-forecast risk that
they expect them to be changeable and for there to be many warnings on which they would
not need to act. It has also been shown that people share information amongst their social
networks (Coles and Hirschboeck, 2020). In turn, social influences have been shown to be
an important factor in affecting people’s behaviour during flooding events (e.g. (Becker et
al., 2010)(Franklin et al., 2014)). Given these impacts of social influences on flood risk
behaviour, (Becker et al., 2015) recommend that communicators develop communications
that allow social transmission of information to occur.
One study (Griffin et al., 2008) found that post-event anger at flood management agencies
for not doing more to minimise flood risk was a motivator of active information seeking
about floods, although they did not report whether the information sought was from
alternative sources. Griffin et al. (2008) further found that anger at these agencies was also
associated with lower institutional trust. Given trust in flood communications and/or their
communicator has been shown to affect intentions to take preparedness actions (Morss et
al., 2016), it is possible that people may not take action on the information their anger
motivates them to seek out.
Looking for potential ways to increase engagement with flood communications, (Terpstra,
Lindell and Gutteling, 2009) examined the effects of a small flood risk communication
programme in the Netherlands administered via focus groups that discussed several aspects
of flood risk, and workshops that involved both direct (e.g. visits to pumping stations and
dyke reinforcement projects) and indirect (e.g. playing board games, listening to fictional
flood disaster stories, attending lectures) experience with flooding and flood prevention.
Contrary to expectations, the flood risk communication had only a small effect on
participants’ flood risk perceptions, although the authors posited that this may be a
methodological issue whereby there was a mismatch between the measures of risk
perception and the contents of the communication sessions.
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(Lazrus et al., 2016) carried out interviews about flash flooding with members of the public
in Colorado, US, and emphasise the importance of ensuring that the public are aware in
advance of what a flash flood might mean in terms of impact, and what to do if it happens,
as well as behaviours to avoid in case of a heightened hazard situation (e.g. roads to avoid
driving on). This information should be part of any communications when a hazard level is
raised. The group’s sister-paper (Morss et al., 2015) on their interviews with
communications professionals and forecasters highlighted the need (as we saw in our own
interviews of storm forecasters) of close working between forecasters and those who would
communicate and act on the warnings, in order that everyone rehearsed the procedure and
understood what decisions others in the chain are making based on the information being
provided.
7.2.2.
Communicating small probabilities and
uncertainty
As discussed earlier in this review, the way in which a number is communicated affects
people’s perception of risk. There is evidence of this specifically with regards to flood risk:
(Keller, Siegrist and Gutscher, 2006) presented people with the same flood risk, presented in
a frequency format (“On an average, there is a flood every 100 years”) and in a percentage
format (“Each year, there is a 1% probability of a flood”), and showed that people perceived
the event as riskier when the frequency format was used, echoing results found in other
domains. They also examined the effects of providing percentage formats over different
time frames, and demonstrated that the 1% in 1 year format was rated significantly less
risky than the 40 year or 80 year format. It is notable that there was no difference between
the 40 and 80 year ratings of risk however, suggesting this effect is due to an
underweighting of small probabilities.
Building on this work, (Bell and Tobin, 2007) go on to illustrate some of the complexities and
trade offs in choosing how to communicate flood risk. They examine the perceptions of
four flood communications: the 100-year flood, a flood with a 1 percent chance of
occurring in any year, a flood with a 26 percent chance of occurring in 30 years, and a flood
risk map depicting the 100-year floodplain. Similar to the previous study (Keller, Siegrist and
Gutscher, 2006), they demonstrated that people perceived the 100 year flood
communication as more concerning than the 1% chance communication, and further than it
was more effective in motivating protective behaviour. However, the 1% description was
perceived as being more uncertain than the equivalent 100 year flood communication,
suggesting that choice of format must involve careful consideration of the key messages the
audience wish to receive and the communicator is aiming to convey. Indeed (Handmer,
2001) highlights that one of the key failings in the development and operation of flood
warning systems is that they do not centre their aims on the needs of the individuals at risk.
For example there is some evidence that people want to know about possible floods, even if
it is not certain that it will happen (Brilly and Polic, 2005), implying effective communication
of uncertainty may be an important component of flood risk communications.
A review carried out by the UK’s flood-related agencies (Kashefi et al., 2009) investigated
the possibility of using probabilistic forecasts for flood warnings. At the time of their review,
there were no probabilistic flood warnings being used, but they reviewed the limited
academic research. They highlighted the usefulness of putting forecast events in context
with recent events for the audience.
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Kashefi et al drafted potential probabilistic flood forecasts, including one previously drafted
by NOAA:

They then held focus groups to discuss the uncertainty and probabilistic communication. As
in other domains, they found that people naturally understood that flood forecasts were
uncertain. The 5-day warning with quantitative probabilities (above) was popular because
people liked the precision of the numbers and had more impact that simply verbal
probability terms. The map (from NOAA) was also liked a lot, although participants
preferred the red/green colours of the other graphic. The graph presentation (above) was
universally rejected as not clear and showing no useful information.
Several studies have examined public understanding of the watch vs warning terminology
used by the US National Weather Service to communicate about flash floods and other
hazards such as tornadoes. Several studies demonstrated that the majority of people
(although notably not all) are able to correctly distinguish the meaning of the two terms (e.g
(Schultz et al., 2010; Ripberger, Silva, Jenkins-Smith, Carlson, et al., 2015; Morss et al.,
2016)). Despite evidence that the public understand qualitatively the difference in severity
between these two terms however, when ask to quantify the likelihood of a flash flood
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occurring based on each term, likelihood estimates from the public were lower than the
likelihood intended to be communicated by experts, sometimes substantially so (Morss et
al., 2016). This in turn was associated with lower anticipated likelihood of responding to a
warning by taking protective action (Morss et al., 2016). This indicates a need to attach
specific numeric probabilities to verbal terms used, as has been mentioned in several places
already in this review.

7.2.3.

Use of maps

Maps are a common way of communicating flood risk information, and may serve as a
useful tool for maintaining risk awareness even in the (sometimes long) periods of time
between flood events ((Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner, 2009). (Hagemeier-Klose and
Wagner, 2009) undertook a detailed mixed-methods evaluation of the communication
efficacy of flood hazard maps and web mapping services in Germany. They highlighted the
diverse needs of user groups that such communications need to fulfil, and recommended
the use of a variety of kinds of tailored, local-scale communications to cater to these various
needs, not only to achieve the goal of informing but also to create emotional empathy and
maintain user awareness between flooding events. They suggest such designs, if
implemented, could help to raise flood awareness and knowledge, and encourage
information seeking. They also encourage ongoing monitoring and feedback to the various
audiences if the communications are to be successful.
They further concluded that most maps are either too simple or too complex. They
encourage map designers to carefully trade off simplicity and complexity such as by avoiding
technical terms unless it is simply explained, taking advantage of associative information
such as using different blue colours to convey water depth, and to create designs which
facilitate comparisons with past flooding events. They also make a case for dynamic
updating of these communications, linking maps to real-time water level information, and
for a gradated labelling of flood risk (such as high, medium and low). The latter fits with the
concern that (Smith, 2000) has with flood risk maps; that they do not provide effective
communications of the uncertainty in flood forecasts, creating a false absolute in the
dichotomy of “flood prone” and “flood free”. Earlier work by (Kates and White, 1961)
expresses a similar theme, suggesting that lines on a map, like levees, might produce a false
sense of security. These theories, however, have yet to be evaluated empirically (Bell and
Tobin, 2007).
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8. Best practice in communicating
economic & financial forecasts and
fluctuations
Unimaginable sums of money flow through our digital financial exchanges and economies
every second of every day, with ripples and shockwaves affecting individuals and
institutions as meaningfully as any physical, natural disaster.
With huge amounts of money at stake and a fully digital landscape, it’s not surprising that
considerable investment has gone into visualisation software to help traders see what is
happening – and forecast what might happen - to prices through time and across many
different stocks (equivalent to geographical spread), or to key economic measures such as
GDP.
Most of the stock market visualisations are not forecasts, but real-time information to allow
traders to make their own decisions based on their own personal forecasts. National
financial institutions, however, do publish economic forecasts.

8.1.

What is being done in practice

8.1.1.

Communicating an uncertain future

Corporate earnings forecasts are usually communicated in text form, and usually including
uncertainty as a numerical range (e.g. “the expected earnings for the next period are
between $1.15 and $1.25 per share’’).
(Holmsen et al., 2008)
Economic forecasts, however, are
most commonly done in the form of
lines with a fan chart representing
uncertainty around the future
forecast (and sometimes around
past figures that are subject to
revisions). The fan captures the
quantified uncertainty in the form of
different confidence intervals.
Although the impetus to move to fan
chart presentations by central banks
was initially to improve
communication and understanding
of the range of future projections,
the production of them also changed
the way that the forecasters within
the banks approached their work,
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making them think more about the range of possible outcomes (Britton, Fisher and Whitley,
1998).
8.1.2.

Communicating a dynamic present/past

Norges bank has also experimented with showing how uncertainty in past forecasts has
been resolved, showing how the impact of different exogenous shocks to the economic
system have resulted in changes to the measure. It is designed to communicate how the
bank responds to changing situations and give the audience a better sense of factors that
affect uncertainty in the economy (Holmsen et al., 2008):

Norges bank’s experimental graphics (Holmsen et al., 2008)
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When it comes to stocks and shares, as you’d expect
there are simple line graphs showing what is happening
over time at one location (to one stock, share, currency
price or economic measure).
However, finance has also developed a unique format
to show daily change at multiple points at once
(multiple individual commodities, or multiple
timepoints for the same commodity), based on an 18th
century way of showing rice prices in Japan. This is the
‘candlestick’ chart, which shows the opening price,
closing price, highest price and lowest price of the day
in one ‘candle’ (the ‘real body’ of the candle being the
difference between the opening and closing price, the
colour of the candle representing which direction the
change went, and the ‘wicks’ at either end
representing the highest and lowest price of the day).
This format therefore communicates ‘volatility’ over
time or another dimension.

It also gives experienced traders an idea of likely future
changes, as the patterns revealed by the candles dayto-day show how the direction of travel turns. Of
course this is only relevant where such changes follow
a pattern (as they tend to in financial markets).
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A similar kind of chart is the OHLC (Open-High-Low-Close) chart, which has a vertical line
representing the high and the low of the day (like the full length of the candle plus wicks),
and little tick marks on the vertical line, left and right, to show the open and close prices.
In addition to this price information, traders may also want to know the ‘depth of the
market’ – the number of other traders currently trying to buy or sell a particular financial
instrument - which requires knowing the volume and price of bids, asks and trades
dynamically through time. Visualisations incorporating all this information are complex and
tend not to be designed for a naïve audience (e.g.(Wright, 1995)).

An interesting addition to these sorts of visual displays in an attempt to help traders
understand the patterns in the dynamic data is ‘sonification’ – turning the patterns into a
soundscape, which can be much richer than the visual space possible on a handheld device
(Neuhoff et al., 2000; Ben-Tal, Daniels and Berger, 2001).

8.2.
What is known about the effects of the
communications?
A lot of work has been done in understanding how financial managers create forecasts and
choose how to communicate them, but this has mainly been about the degree of precision
that they choose to communicate, which is often bound up with increasing credibility and
reducing legal liabilities (Du et al., 2011). (Du et al., 2011) found that the audience for
financial forecasts was not perturbed by the uncertainty in the communications, because
they expected it to be there and expected the precision of the communication to match
their understanding of the uncertainty. They also admit that how the audience then
interpret and make decisions based on the range is complex (their evidence suggested that
they did not choose the midpoint of the range to base their actions on).
The effects of different visual presentations have received much less attention. (Van Der
Bles et al., 2019) evaluated public and expert responses to fan charts and gradient plots as
ways of communicating uncertainty around past estimates (rather than forecasts), and
found that they were broadly well-understood, although the sharp boundaries between the
confidence interval bands in the fan were sometimes thought a little confusing and a ‘fuzzy
fan’ approach recommended.
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Evaluations of the use of sonic representations alongside visual representations to give
enhanced information in a dynamically changing trading situations were mixed (Neuhoff et
al., 2000; Keith V . Nesbitt, 2006). In some small experiments it seemed to enhance the
perception of direction of change, but sometimes only in one direction. It seems to be an
area in need of further investigation as a way of helping those working in a very dynamic
and high-pressured, data-driven situation (see (Vickers, 2011) for more).
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9. Best practice in communicating
epidemic and disease risk
As the world has recently become acutely aware, a spreading disease is a risk that is variable
in both space and time, with many uncertainties. Computational models in epidemiology
are well-recognised and well-used tools and have been instrumental in understanding the
temporal growth and geographical spread of infectious diseases like influenza, Ebola and
COVID-19.

9.1.

What is being done in practice

9.1.1.

Communicating spatial information

Just like a weather forecast, epidemiological forecasts come in two main forms. One is a
map view showing geographical spread, either currently, or as a forecast, which can help
public understanding but also policy-level decision making about mitigation measures and
emergency health preparations.

Johns Hopkins animation showing past COVID-19 figures geographically, with ‘size of blob’
indicating case numbers in each geographical location. The image was animated to show
change over time.
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A Columbia university forecast of COVID-19 cases showing geographical spread, with the
options to vary transmission conditions. Again, this is a still image of an animation.
Such maps can be much more detailed, with the models including spatial parameters to
better simulate the dynamic spread.

Maps showing modelling of different disease spreads in the UK (pre-vaccination measles, far
left; foot & mouth disease, second left; novel influenza, second right; smallpox, far right)
from (Riley, 2007).
9.1.2.

Communicating temporal dynamics

The second type of epidemiological model forecast is that for a single location, in which case
the most common representation of the outputs is a line plot showing potential case
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numbers. Since ensemble modelling is heavily used, as for many other forecasts, the line
charts typically either show the individual component model outputs, or a single summary
in the form of confidence intervals around the central estimate.

The US Centers for Disease Control forecasts for COVID-19 cases in the US, showing both the
individual model outputs and a summary in the form of a fan chart.

Columbia University’s influenza forecasts for Albany, New York showing the predicted timing
and duration of the peak alongside expected accuracy estimates of the forecast.

9.2.
What is known about the effects of the
communications?
Work done after the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic investigated the communication of
epidemiological forecasts and found, in common with studies into communication around
natural disasters, that a key (missing) part was communication between forecasters
(modellers) and decision-makers in their study region, Canada (Driedger, Cooper and
Moghadas, 2014). By interviewing professionals after the event, they concluded that there
was a need to form a ‘community of practice’ with two-way communication to ensure that
decision-makers’ informational needs were being met by the modellers and that there were
trusted relationships and clear communication of uncertainties and limitations in the
models. (Moghadas et al., 2015) then went on to start such a community of practice in
Canada, emphasising the need to standardise terminology so that all involved understand
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each other. Work around HIV modelling and policy decision-making (Delva et al., 2012)
came to similar conclusions, making a summary of principles which included ‘clear
presentation of results, including uncertainty in estimates’ and ‘clear language’ without
going into further details of how these should be defined or evaluated.
One group of modellers who appear to have done this is a team from the University of
Cambridge who modelled the geographical spread of a plant disease in commercial citrus
plantations and potential mitigation actions (Cunniffe et al., 2015). By working with policymakers, regulators and growers they developed a web interface that visualised potential
outcomes from the model in a dynamic way. They did not do a formal evaluation of the
interface but report “extremely positive experiences” with non-specialist users.

There appears to be, however, a dearth of work evaluating the effects of epidemiological
model communication on their audiences. It may be that the COVID-19 pandemic is the first
time such models have been shown to a significant public audience, and so evaluations and
new model communication approaches may result.
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10. Best practice in communicating seismic
forecasts
The 2009 L’Aquila earthquake was one of the most tragic and impactful earthquake events
in recent history. The disaster of L’Aquila was originally framed as a failure of seismologists
to “predict” an earthquake, however it has become clear that it was actually a failure of risk
communication; earthquakes are not just geophysical processes but “socio-political
incidents” (Stewart, Ickert and Lacassin, 2018). Thus, identifying the most effective way of
communicating seismic risk is key to moving the discipline forward.
In this chapter we concentrate on operational earthquake forecasting: the communication
of the probability of a seismic event, possibly alongside its anticipated effects. We also
include the context of these forecasts: people’s prior risk perception and how the forecasts
might affect their behaviour.
As already mentioned, these forecasts – based on measured seismic activity - are highly
uncertain, and dynamic in both space and time. The absolute probabilities of any event also
remain very low, even if the relative risk (compared to the normal ‘background’ risk in a
given area) can be raised by orders of magnitude.

10.1.

What is being done in practice

Earthquake risk communications are disseminated through a wide variety of channels, both
formal and informal (Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004). Most official government
messaging is formal in nature, such as public service announcements and brochures
(Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004) that are designed to raise hazard awareness and
provide seismic hazard adjustment recommendations (Sorensen and Mileti, 1987),
conforming to recommendations based on risk communication research that specific
information both about the hazard and what actions can be taken to prepare for it should
be included (Mileti and Sorensen, 1987; Tierney, Lindell and Perry, 2001). Whilst many
different sources can influence earthquake risk perception (for example (Bahk and
Neuwirth, 2000) found that dramatic portrayals of volcanoes in disaster movies had an
important effect on people’s risk perceptions of them!) it is thought that for most people
living in high risk areas, beliefs about earthquakes will be based on information from the
media and their peers (Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004; Heller et al., 2005). This fits with
the idea of the social amplification of risk discussed earlier (Renn et al., 1992; Pidgeon,
Kasperson and Slovic, 2003; Kasperson et al., 2016).
Only a few countries have so far attempted to give real-time earthquake forecasts to a
public or emergency-response audience. Here we feature two of these as case studies, and
then discuss the literature evaluating these and other, experimental, communications.
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Case study: New Zealand’s Operational Earthquake Forecasts
(publicly accessible versions)
New Zealand has a website providing public earthquake forecasts for three seismically-active regions of the
country; Canterbury, Central New Zealand and Kaikoura (more information and formats were used during
the Canterbury earthquake swarm, which are featured in the evaluation section of this chapter). The three
forecasts vary slightly in their use of graphics: the Canterbury and Central New Zealand forecasts just show
the general area of the forecast on a map, the Kaikoura forecast uses maps to show the area of the forecast
and to give information about forecasted aftershock shaking intensity. Whilst the Canterbury and Kaikoura
forecasts are OEFs, the Central New Zealand forecast is based on expert elicitation, thus we will focus on
the former here. More detail on how these forecasts are made can be found on the GNS Science website:
(https://www.gns.cri.nz/Home/Our-Science/Natural-Hazards-and-Risks/Earthquakes/OperationalEarthquake-Forecasting).
The information is generally text and table-based. The Canterbury and Kaikoura forecasts start with a grey
box which gives the current forecast in terms of an absolute percentage chance of an earthquake of a given
magnitude, and the absolute percentage in the last forecast for the region, with a verbal mention of
‘increase’ or ‘decrease’ to highlight the direction of change. Magnitudes are quoted, rather than
intensities, because it is thought that people are more familiar with magnitude, even though intensity is of
more relevance to them:
“Looking at all the seismic activity in the aftershock area of the November 2016 Kaikōura Earthquake, the
expected numbers of earthquakes continue to drop. There is now a 34% chance of one or more M6.0-6.9
earthquakes occurring within the next year, this has decreased from 39% from our last forecast (12
November 2019).”
This is a conscious decision to ensure that the take-home message is clear. The magnitude is stressed
because it is a common misconception that the magnitudes of aftershocks decrease, whereas it is the
likelihoods, given a certain magnitude that change (meaning that a high magnitude event remains
possible).
This is followed by a table indicating the absolute probabilities of one or more earthquake of a given
magnitude, the average number of earthquakes of a given magnitude, and the range of the possible
number of earthquakes of a given magnitude, all given ‘within one year’ (although during a seismically
active period, this time period is reduced). Absolute probabilities are used so as to avoid potentially
alarming relative risks during seismically active periods. This is followed by a verbal explanation of the
table, sometimes giving verbal indicators of the probabilities.
Canterbury table:
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New Zealand’s Operational Earthquake Forecasts cont’d
Kaikoura table:

Verbal estimates given are always accompanied by numbers as is advised (and New Zealand
experienced communication problems during an event when geoscientists used verbal terms and
emergency managers did not know what they meant).
As mentioned above, Kaikoura’s forecast also has a map illustrating forecasted probabilities of
shaking of particular intensities:

Other measures, such as peak ground acceleration, are used only for technical audiences.
The pages are only updated when there is a change to the information (i.e. after seismic activity).
This means that sometimes the information is a year old.
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Case study: US Geological Society’s Operational Earthquake
Forecasts
USGS started using earthquake forecasting publicly in 2018, releasing aftershock forecasts from
around an hour after a mainshock in Anchorage, Alaska, updated over days, weeks and months.
They also learnt from experience in New Zealand and Nepal and interviews with potential expert
users. After feedback from emergency responders and monitoring media coverage they adapted
their template to avoid misunderstandings.
The template is designed to have layers to allow increased depth of information. The forecasts are
placed online and are designed to have a title with the main message: “Aftershock Forecast. Be
ready for more earthquakes. Our model of the expected numbers and odds of future earthquakes.”
The first tab is entirely text-based. It specifically keeps to a single defined time period, to avoid
confusion, alongside observed history (how many shocks have already been observed at the
location). Then a series of bullet points showing the expected number of earthquakes of different
magnitudes over different timepoints.
A second tab shows two tables, one showing the probability and one showing the likelihood of
earthquakes of different magnitudes. The third tab shows the parameters used in their modelling.
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US Geological Society’s Operational Earthquake Forecasts cont’d
They try to explicitly use ‘empathetic’ messages: “USGS scientists know that there will be more
aftershocks, and some will be larger than others, but these will decrease in frequency over time.
USGS scientists do not know the exact time, location, and magnitude of any specific earthquake.
The USGS family also knows that earthquakes can be upsetting for people and will continue to
provide information to help people stay safe and care for themselves and each other.” (Becker et
al., 2019, had reported participants as saying that the wording tested in New Zealand’s forecasts
was ‘too clinical’).
An addition requested by the media and public was a likely duration for the period of the
earthquake sequence.

10.2. What is known about the effects on the
audience?
Although there is very little work specifically on the evaluation of operational earthquake
forecasts, we here briefly review the academic work that has been done that might be of
relevance to understanding the effects of communications of such forecasts first, and then
the specific work done on OEF.
10.2.1.

Awareness & risk perception of seismic events

As might be expected from the complexities of human responses to natural hazards and
disasters in general, the link between earthquake hazard awareness, risk perception and
seismic hazard adjustment is not always straightforward (Marti et al., 2018). As previously
mentioned, risk perception is a core feature of both protection-motivation theory (Rogers,
1975) and the protective action decision model (Lindell and Perry, 2012), and in accordance
with these frameworks has been shown to be a significant predictor of seismic hazard
adjustment (e.g.(Kunreuther et al., 1978; De Man and Simpson-Housley, 1987; Palm et al.,
1990; Dooley et al., 1992; Mileti and Fitzpatrick, 1992; Lindell and Prater, 2000)). The
strength of these relationships is often weak however (Solberg, Rossetto and Joffe, 2010)
and there are several examples of studies that have shown no relationship between the two
variables at all (Jackson, 1981; Russell, Goltz and Bourque, 1995; Mileti and Darlington,
1997a). Thus, whilst communications aimed at raising risk perceptions may go some way to
encouraging seismic hazard adjustment, earthquake communicators should consider
approaches that target seismic hazard adjustments directly (see below).
Solberg, Rossetto and Joffe (2010) suggest that part of this variation in study results may be
due to demographic differences between them that moderate the risk perception-hazard
adjustment relationship. However, it is also worth noting that risk perception is a
multifaceted concept including cognitive, affective and socio-cultural components (e.g.
(Douglas and Wildavsky, 1983; Loewenstein et al., 2001; Joffe, 2003; van der Linden, 2015)
Part of the disparity between these studies then, may be because they measure different
components of risk perception. For example, although knowledge and thus awareness of
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earthquakes is one of the cognitive components of earthquake risk perception, several
studies have highlighted the disconnect between awareness of earthquakes and the
personalisation of that risk (Jackson and Mukerjee, 1974; Turner, Nigg and Paz, 1986; Mileti
and Fitzpatrick, 1993; Mileti and Darlington, 1995), and it is that personalisation of the risk
that taps into the affective dimension of risk perception. Thus, studies using variables such
as earthquake awareness or earthquake likelihood as proxies for risk perception may yield
different results when evaluating its relationship to seismic adjustment than studies that
use a more affective measure, like experience with or worry about earthquakes. Future
work would do well to create a more holistic measure reflecting all these components, and
to evaluate its relationship to seismic hazard adjustment.

10.2.2.

Communicating small probabilities

As with many other risks, the way in which numbers are presented in communications
about earthquakes has been shown to affect people’s interpretations of them. There have
been many studies examining framing effects with regards to earthquake communications,
where logically equivalent but differently phrased statements can yield different risk
perceptions (Henrich, McClure and Crozier, 2015). (McClure, White and Sibley, 2009)
examined the effects of framing communications about both the outcome of an earthquake
event (experiencing harm or avoiding harm) and the proposed preparedness actions (taking
or not taking action), on both general earthquake preparedness actions and more specific
actions (such as buying a battery powered radio). They found that negative framing of the
earthquake outcome increase willingness to engage in both general and specific
preparedness actions, whilst positive framing of the action itself compounded this effect for
specific preparedness actions. In a follow up study however, (McClure and Sibley, 2011) this
interaction was in the opposite direction; negative framing of both outcome and action
yielded the highest intentions towards specific preparedness actions. (Marti et al., 2018)
posit that this may be because the influence of the individuals’ risk perceptions and their
affective state (positive or negative) was not considered, despite studies in other disciplines
finding both to be an important moderator of the effects of message framing (Keller, Lipkus
and Rimer, 2003; Chang, 2007).
(Marti et al., 2018) went on to examine for the effect of this three-way interaction between
affect, risk perception and framing on Swiss homeowners’ attitudes towards general
precautionary measures towards earthquakes. They demonstrated that only in combination
did these factors influence attitudes. Specifically, a message that induced negative mood,
contained high risk information and used positive framing induced the greatest degree of
attitude change, although messages that combined induced negative mood, low‐risk
information and a loss‐frame, and those that combined induced positive mood, low‐risk
information and gain‐framed messages also had a significant impact on participants’
attitudes.
Studies have also examined other ways in which numbers in earthquake communications
can be presented that may affect people’s perceptions, such as varying the time frame over
which the risk is presented, or expressing outcomes in terms of frequencies. (Henrich,
McClure and Crozier, 2015) tested five statements that were logically equivalent but that
used different formats for presenting the risk. They found that the statement “There is a
10% chance in 50 years that 1600 people are killed.” was perceived as being the most risky.
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The outcome (1600 people killed) was the largest number of the options given, achieved by
using a longer time period over which the risk was considered (as opposed to a yearly risk),
and yet the '10% chance in 50 years' made the time frame sound more tangible (i.e. possible
within a person’s lifetime) than 'once every 500 years', one of the alternative phrasings
tested. All these types of study highlight the importance of considered design and
evaluation of communications about earthquakes that take account of these potentially
powerful nuances in presentation of numbers.
10.2.3.

Communicating spatially dynamic information

Maps are a popular way of communicating information about earthquakes (GasparEscribano and Iturrioz, 2011). Currently they are not used to a large extent in operational
earthquake forecasting, but they are often used in the form of hazard maps, which are the
commonest way of visualising long term, seismic hazard (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer,
2019). Hazard maps are typically designed for primary, expert users (Perry et al., 2016a)
who might include geologists, seismologists and civil engineers and who are very familiar
with seismic hazard maps (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019). There are other users
who are less familiar, such as other professionals (e.g. insurance professionals, architects),
emergency responders, policy makers and the general public (who, for example, might use
such maps to inform decisions about whether to buy a house in a particular area or whether
to purchase earthquake insurance). However the hazard maps are typically communicated
in a from unaltered from that designed for expert users (Thompson, Lindsay and Gaillard,
2015; Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019).
Shakemaps are another common type of map in seismology, developed originally by the
USGS and used to portray the extent and severity of ground shaking after an earthquake has
occurred (Wald et al., 1999, 2006, 2008). Again, shakemap users are typically experts
including seismologists and geologists, but other key audiences are emergency responders
and risk managers. Shakemaps are also used by the general public.
Studies that have empirically evaluated the efficacy (in terms of comprehension),
trustworthiness and actionability of these hazard and shake maps for their users could
inform the design of maps for use in communicating dynamic seismic information, such as
that from operational earthquake forecasts. General map design as a tool for representing
temporally and spatially dynamic risk was discussed earlier, but not all of this work is
empirically evaluated. Whilst expert based insights can be incredibly useful, some
commonly used formats and features can have been maintained through status quo (e.g.
use of proportional circles to represent different magnitudes). Thus evaluation is a very
important component of map (and indeed most!) communication design. Whilst several
studies have empirically evaluated the efficacy of maps and map-based visualisations for
other natural hazards (e.g. (Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner, 2009; Fabrikant, Hespanha and
Hegarty, 2010; Hegarty, Canham and Fabrikant, 2010; Thompson, Lindsay and Gaillard,
2015; Ruginski et al., 2016; Padilla, Ruginski and Creem-Regehr, 2017), there appears to
have been a lack of empirical evaluation of maps used to communicate information about
earthquakes. One notable exception is (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019), who provide
a novel evaluation of seismic hazard maps as tools for communication with non-expert
users, including architects and engineers who do not specialise in seismic retrofitting, and
the general public.
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Using the three different map types (hazard map, magnitude map and effects map) used by
the Swiss Seismological Service (SED), (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019) took a mixedmethods approach to evaluate user comprehension of each map type, including
understanding of statistical information provided in statements. They also evaluated the
value of interactive content in facilitating comprehension. They found that most
participants were able to distinguish hazardous from less hazardous areas using the seismic
hazard map, although comprehension was significantly related to participant numerical
ability, with high numeracy participants performing better. This particular map had been
designed, where possible, in line with best practice from the literature on visualisation of
other hazards, such as using darker colours to depict higher hazard areas and ensuring
legends are prominently positioned and contain numeric and qualitative information
(Gaspar-Escribano and Iturrioz, 2011). This suggests that despite evaluations of hazard
maps from other disciplines showing they are ill-understood by the lay-public (HagemeierKlose and Wagner, 2009; Severtson and Vatovec, 2012; Kjellgren, 2013; Perry et al., 2016b),
they may in some instances be informative provided they are well designed. (Marti,
Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019) also demonstrated that participants were less successful
when interpreting magnitude and effects maps, which had not been so closely based on
best-practice (for example they had fairly low contrast ratios, which are thought to reduce
readability and comprehension (Hagemeier-Klose and Wagner, 2009; Kunz, Grêt-Regamey
and Hurni, 2011)), and conclude that these maps should be redesigned to improve
performance, perhaps being co-produced with the relevant users.
In looking at participant interpretation of statistical information, (Marti, Stauffacher and
Wiemer, 2019) found that the majority of participants (73.3%) were able to correctly
interpret a statement describing an event as occurring “within” a certain period of time i.e.
they understood that the event could occur at any point during that time window. Again,
there was a positive relationship between performance and numeracy, and risk perception
was found to moderate performance too. Finally, based on their smaller sample of
architects and engineers they concluded that SED map interactivity in its current form did
not facilitate participant comprehension. (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2019) finished by
highlighting the importance of not only evaluating current hazard communication products,
but also exploring and evaluating alternative products for raising risk awareness and
preparedness.
10.2.4.

From awareness to action

One of the desired outcomes of earthquake communications may be to raise seismic hazard
adjustment, which we define here in accordance with (Solberg, Rossetto and Joffe, 2010) as
“all types of actions and behaviours undertaken by individuals and households that have the
capacity to either reduce immediate risk of damage and loss during an earthquake, or to
prepare for post-impact conditions that might adversely affect survival probabilities”.
Indeed, given the impossibility of predicting the precise timing, location and consequences
of future earthquake events, proactive preparation is an important component in reducing
the amount of damage and fatalities from an earthquake event (Paton and Johnston, 2001;
Paton et al., 2015), and appropriate behaviour by both communities and individuals
affected by earthquakes has the potential to mitigate impact substantially, reducing the
burden on emergency response (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020).
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Frequent education and awareness campaigns are critical to increasing levels of
preparedness for natural disasters (Kapucu, 2008). As already noted however, simply
providing information in isolation to raise hazard awareness or risk perception may be
insufficient to cause behaviour change (Heller et al., 2005; Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer,
2020). A recent review by (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020) identified just ten
campaigns evaluated and written up in the literature that had targeted the public and
focused on their behaviour and on disaster preparation generally (as of November 2018).
Eight of these focused on the US (Mileti et al., 1991; Mileti and Fitzpatrick, 1992; Mileti and
Darlington, 1995; Tanaka, 2005; Blakley, Chen and Kaplan, 2009; Wood, 2013; PerezFuentes, Verrucci and Joffe, 2016; Adams et al., 2017), one on New Zealand (Becker et al.,
2016) and one on Israel (Shenhar et al., 2015). (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020) note
that traditionally, such campaigns were mainly based on printed products such as
brochures, however they have moved more recently to include video, animation and online
communication, including social media. Although there is some evidence that people pay
less attention to channels such as social media than they do to more traditional sources of
information (Becker et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017), recent work by (McBride et al., 2019)
suggest that social media communications could be an important tool for scientists and
scientific organisations in the influence they have on the narrative developed by the
mainstream media and in turn broadcast to the public during a disaster. Examining the
information sources used by US media during the Bombay Beach earthquake swarm in
2016, (McBride et al., 2019) showed that the media used a combination of information
sources including social media, as it provided rapid information about the dynamically
changing situation, and that this interaction between news media and social media
continued even as the swarm in Bombay Beach slowed. McBride et al. (2019) go on to
caution, however, that the media were less linguistically precise in their reporting of
communications from scientists.
The studies identified by (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020), and others associated with
them, do provide some insights into the effects of the campaigns in question. For example
(Mileti and Fitzpatrick, 1992, 1993) found that the preparedness campaigns for the Parkfield
Earthquake Prediction Experiment in the US affected recipients’ risk perceptions, and in turn
that these raised risk perceptions related to increased information seeking behaviour. The
retention of information about earthquake hazard included in these communications
however was found to be poor (Mileti and Fitzpatrick, 1993)), and most of the behavioural
recommendations that were adopted were those that had been recommended for many
years rather than the more novel suggestions that the brochures communicated (Mileti and
Darlington, 1997b), perhaps speaking somewhat to a disconnect between risk perception
and seismic hazard adjustment. (Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004) suggest that part of
the reason for this is that people who live in earthquake risk areas might believe they
already know all the necessary information about earthquakes, and thus do not need to
attend to this additional information. They also comment that most risk communications
about earthquakes follow the knowledge-deficit model of risk perception, which, as
previously discussed, is flawed. These studies also demonstrated that the relationship
between risk perception and information seeking was strongest in those who knew others
who had engaged in protective behaviours, and who had received a variety of risk
messages. Another example of the value of multi-channel communication comes from
(Tanaka, 2005) who demonstrated that risk perceptions of earthquakes in a US and
Japanese sample were higher in those who had received information about them via
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multiple channels. Nevertheless, after thorough review of the ten campaigns they
identified, (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020) concluded that they provide little
empirical evidence on which future campaigns can be based.
Drawing on work from other disciplines, (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020) outline
some key recommendations for the design and communication of earthquake preparedness
campaigns. These are worth reading at length in the paper, but we quickly summarise some
standout messages here. Firstly, they highlight the need for regular and repeated
communication, as discussed in the context of earthquake communications by (Tanaka,
2005; Shenhar et al., 2015), and suggest that regular training of the audiences for the
communications should be a component of this. They also note the importance of training
risk communicators and integrating them into campaigns as much as possible. Secondly,
they emphasise the importance of knowing the characteristics of the audience for the
communications, and their personal context, particularly regarding the relevance and
practicality of implementation of recommended actions. The information an audience
wants and the capabilities for implementation they have can often differ from that which
experts assume (Steelman et al., 2015). This speaks to the value of audience participation in
the design of communications about earthquakes (Stewart, Ickert and Lacassin, 2018).
Finally, (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020) highlight the vital importance of evaluating
preparedness campaigns to ascertain things like their impact on target audiences or the
longevity of any behaviour change they may promote. Although this may involve upfront
cost, if careful design and evaluation helps ensure the success of a campaign, less money
will be wasted on campaigns of low efficacy. Indeed (Marti, Stauffacher and Wiemer, 2020)
comment that “Professionally designed and evaluated campaigns are essential for ensuring
that individuals can make use of faster, more accurate warnings based on sophisticated risk
assessments.”
10.2.5.

The challenge of misinformation

(Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004) carried out a survey into earthquake knowledge and
belief in earthquake myths in Californian students, and went on to show that corrections of
these myths were more effective when they used a “Earthquake myths versus facts” format,
where myths and facts were presented alongside each other, than when they used a format
that detailed earthquake facts alone.
Rumours and misinformation can also spread damagingly after an event. (Takayasu et al.,
2015) followed one such rumour on Twitter after the Great East Japan Earthquake in March
2011, warning that contaminated and dangerous rainfall was expected after a chemical
explosion caused by the earthquake. From one user, 38,226 others were soon disseminating
the information. However, by 15 hours after the rumour started, correction tweets equalled
rumour tweets, and 21 hours after it started, The City Hall of the locality of the explosion
sent a correction tweet directly to 15,000 followers stating “After the LPG tanks explosion,
there are rumors that harmful chemically contaminated rain may fall. However, the
Earthquake Disaster Prevention Division of the City Fire Department confirmed that there is
no scientific basis for these rumors. Please be careful not to be confused by the rumors”. In
the end 56,818 users spread the correction and half were directly traceable to the City Hall
tweet. Again, mentioning the myth and responding with trustworthy authority worked.
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10.2.6.
Communication of Operational Earthquake
Forecasting
Several studies have suggested that OEF can be used to motivate populations to take
protective action against earthquakes (Jordan et al., 2011, 2014; Jordan, 2013b; Field et al.,
2016). However, OEF has significant challenges over and above those of communicating the
long-term seismic hazard which has been the focus of much of the research mentioned
above.
What information do audiences want?
An important component of all communication is knowing your audience’s needs. Some
general conclusions about the types of information different audiences need during an
aftershock sequence were drawn by (Becker et al., 2019) researching the Canterbury
earthquakes in New Zealand. They carried out focus groups and interviews with 55
participants (public, media professionals, insurance professionals, infrastructure managers
and emergency responders). There was support for a variety of information formats,
highlighting the need for this information to be communicated in a variety of different ways
(e.g. maps, tables, text, graphs, probabilities, rates, analogies), although each needed to be
set within a context to ensure relevance of the information to the varied audiences using it
(Becker et al., 2019). Another request was for information on what to do during the
aftershock sequence, including protective actions people could take (Becker et al.,
2019). We reproduce the table of the information requirements mentioned by both experts
and public below:

The information that members of the public requested from OEF, from (Becker et al., 2019)
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The information that expert user groups requested from OEF, from (Becker et al., 2019)
Both expert groups and the public desired a variety of different forms of information about
aftershocks, from basic information about what aftershocks were to help improve
knowledge and contextual understanding, to more technical scientific information used by
agencies to help inform complex decision making. As can be seen from the tables, they
often requested information about durations and expected timings (Wein et al., 2016;
Becker et al., 2019). They also asked for the information to be personalised to ‘what this
means for them’ – what they might expect as a result.
Becker et al. (2019) also highlighted the fact that many people were unaware of the
availability of official seismic forecasts, and were using unofficial information as a result.
When shown the information, they found it useful to be able to compare the forecast risks
with those from both background seismic levels and previous earthquakes in New Zealand
and elsewhere to give them context.
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In what format do people want
forecast information?
(Becker et al., 2019) showed their participants
various formats of OEF communication and asked
their opinions. Seeing a table (right) with the
forecasted number of shocks of a certain magnitude
alongside the actual observed number was found to
be reassuring of the accuracy of the forecast.
Map presentations (below) were thought less
useful. Although participants liked the gradients of
colour as they conveyed the continuous nature of
the changing risk and thought the colour choice
intuitive, the expert audience questioned whether
‘red’ and ‘green’ might be misinterpreted as
‘danger’ and ‘safe’. The public audience found that
the maps did not help their decision-making and the
24-hour period of the forecast was thought too
short, with the probabilities too low, to be useful.

A graph format (below), designed with
structural engineers in mind, was thought
useful at showing the decline of projected
frequency of earthquakes, although some
wondered whether the public might find it
showed a lessening case for preparation.

Finally, a table designed to show forecast probabilities for a
technical audience (below) was deemed difficult to
understand by many participants, but useful by certain
specialists, who appreciated the uncertainty ranges and who
commented that careful choice of the magnitude ranges
displayed would be needed.
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As shown in our other case study, USGS communicate operational aftershock forecasts
(OAFs) using an automated template that is integrated into the USGS recent earthquake
event webpages, allowing for more rapid dissemination of OAFs than previous systems
where reports were produced ad hoc with no automation (Michael et al., 2019). These
templates are in a tiered format that provides basic information up top, then goes on to
provide more detailed numerical information (McBride et al., 2018; Michael et al.,
2019). During the Anchorage earthquake sequence that followed the 2018 M7.1
earthquake, it was found that these forecasts were mostly reported accurately by the media
except in a few cases where the probability of one or more events in a given timemagnitude window was merged incorrectly with the likely range in the number of
aftershock events. The template of these OAF communications has since been updated to
reduce such confusion going forward (Michael et al., 2019).
The challenge of small probabilities
One significant concern about OEF is that communicating the small probabilities inherent to
its short term forecast nature might undermine people’s willingness to act compared to if
only the larger probabilities associated with long-term hazard forecasts were communicated
(Wang and Rogers, 2014). Indeed communicating probabilistic information in a way which
is comprehensible for expert users and which motivates them to take preparedness actions
is difficult (Wein et al., 2016; Roeloffs and Goltz, 2017; Becker et al., 2019, 2020). However,
there is empirical evidence from (Doyle et al., 2018, 2020) that during the 2013 Cook Strait
earthquake sequence in New Zealand, people’s perceptions of likelihood information
presented in aftershock forecasts was positively related to preparedness actions (although it
should be noted that the probabilities being communicated during an aftershock sequence
are typically substantially larger than would be the case in “regular” OEF communications).
Communicating time windows over which events can occur (such as “there is a 1% chance
of a magnitude M7 earthquake in the next month”) is commonplace in the communication
of operational earthquake forecasts and aftershock forecasts. There is evidence that people
show skew in perception of likelihoods of earthquakes occurring towards the end of the
time period communicated, discounting the risk posed today, which could delay decisions
such as issuing alerts or evacuation for example (McClure, Doyle and Velluppillai, 2015;
Doyle et al., 2020). Evidence from studies of communications of probabilities over longer
time frames for likelihoods of volcanic eruptions (Doyle et al., 2011; Doyle, McClure,
Johnston, et al., 2014) has shown that this skew can be somewhat mitigated by
communicating probabilities of these events as occurring within a certain number of years,
rather than in a certain number of years. However when one volcanology study went on to
test this effect for shorter time windows, more relevant to operational earthquake forecasts
and aftershock forecast communications and the decisions that emergency services might
have to make during an aftershock sequence, they showed that use of the word ‘within’ did
not negate the skew in this case (Doyle, McClure, Johnston, et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the
approach has been adopted by both GNS Science and USGS in their OEF and aftershock
communications, as can be seen in both our earlier case studies.
Searching for a psychological explanation, (Doyle, McClure, Johnston, et al., 2014) suggest
that the upwards skew towards the end of a forecast window may be attributable to people
overlaying the provided statement with their own mental models of the hazard event in
question (e.g. (Wood et al., 2012; Bostrom et al., 2016)), and that these mental models may
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in some instances consist of erroneous beliefs about how an event’s likelihood changes
through time (Whitney, Lindell and Nguyen, 2004). They liken this to a base-rate effect,
where an individual’s prior belief about the frequency of an event (itself influenced by
contextual factors) is combined with the probability they are presented with to produce an
interpretation of that probability (Windschitl and Weber, 1999; McClure, Doyle and
Velluppillai, 2015). They also note a possible role for optimism bias (Sharot, 2011) and
temporal discounting (Milfont, Wilson and Diniz, 2012) to explain lower perceived
likelihoods in the nearer term.
As a practical outcome, (Doyle, McClure, Paton, et al., 2014) went on to recommend that to
try and reduce these biased interpretations across forecast windows, they should be
communicated over a variety of time frames, particularly in the very short term (the first 24
hours). They argue that this immediate time window would act as an anchor to centre the
information on the present and thus reduce underestimations of likelihood at the beginning
of forecast windows. Doyle et al. (2020) in fact had the opportunity to test the efficacy of
their advice in reducing the skew in perceived likelihood of earthquake aftershock forecasts
given over a short time window (24 hours to one week) and future, OEF forecasts given over
a longer time window (7 days to 1 year), in a well-timed survey run after the 2013 Cook
Strait earthquake sequence in New Zealand.
The short time window statement communicated weekly forecast probabilities, and
contained a 24 hour forecast window as the anchoring time statement. The longer-term
forecast communicated yearly forecast probabilities, with a 7 day forecast window included
as the anchoring statement. They found that the short term forecast - complete with
anchoring window - did not show the skew that a similar forecast in previous work by
(McClure, Doyle and Velluppillai, 2015) had done, however there was still skew in
interpretations of the longer term forecast. They speculate that the long time window in
this longer term forecast may encourage greater temporal distancing of likelihoods than the
short 24 hour to one week forecast, thus reducing the effectiveness of an anchoring time
statement in mitigating these effects. The results of this research are encouraging, at least
for presentations of short term, aftershock probabilities, although as (Doyle et al., 2020)
themselves note, further experimental research examining for skew effects in
interpretations of forecasts with and without short term anchoring statements will be
necessary to conclude more definitively the efficacy of the anchoring time statement
approach.
The problem with communicating probabilities is not limited simply to very small numbers.
(Becker et al., 2020) investigated people’s understanding of the probability of an
earthquake in the Wellington region of New Zealand in 2016. Whilst the forecast probability
for a MMI 7+ earthquake in the next 12 months was 5% at the time, participants’ estimates
ranged between 0-90%, with only a quarter of people selecting 5% or less. Although it is not
surprising that people’s numerical estimations were wildly off, and this does not necessarily
indicate that their perceptions of the risk were wrong, only their translation of their
subjective perception to a numerical label, (Becker et al., 2020) recognised a confusion over
time periods and how that related to probabilities.
The challenge of loss of trust and ‘false alarms’
As previously noted in the case of tornado warnings, evidence for whether or not ‘false
alarms’ have a negative effect on trust is not yet conclusive, however rapid communication
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of the reasons behind a forecast or alert is likely to lower the potential for reputational and
trust damage.
Shakealert is the USGS Earthquake Early Warning system for the West Coast of the USA that
is currently transitioning into public messaging. McBride et al. (2020) explored the value
and efficacy of post-alert messaging as an addition to the current system. Such messages
are sent after the early warning alert and serve as an evaluation of the performance of the
alert that can update emergency managers and technical operators of the alert system of
the alert’s reliability, and manage the expectations and inform the response of public
audiences to future alerts (McBride, 2020).
(Becker et al., 2020) encountered problems with credibility and trust in New Zealand, with
participants in their surveys reporting “When you publish probabilities for aftershocks of two
significant figures, such as 98%, you lose all credibility with me. There is no way that you can
predict with such supposed accuracy.” and emphasise the need to communicate ranges
rather than point estimates to reinforce the uncertainty, particularly at higher probabilities
(which imply greater certainty).
The role of emotions and previous experience
Although not of direct practical relevance, there has been some research on the role of
emotions and experience on the interpretations of OEF. As might be expected, levels of
concern about both immediate aftershocks and longer-term future earthquakes is an
important influence on people’s decisions to take preparedness actions (Becker et al., 2017;
Doyle et al., 2018), as too are emotions during and in the immediate aftermath of an
earthquake (not just those about anticipated future events) (Goltz, Russell and Bourque,
1992).
Only recently, however, has there been research into the effects of emotions on
interpretations of earthquake forecasts directly. (Becker et al., 2019) demonstrated a role
for emotion in interpretations of probabilistic statements in aftershock forecasts issued
during the Canterbury Earthquake sequence in New Zealand. (Doyle et al., 2018) examined
the influence of emotions on perceptions of aftershock forecasts issued during the 2013
Cook Strait earthquake sequence in New Zealand, as well as on a longer term operational
earthquake forecast for Wellington. For aftershock forecasts, they demonstrated that
ratings of how concerned participants felt about the forecast were not correlated with their
perceptions of the likelihoods. However, their concern about immediate aftershocks
themselves (rather than the forecast information) was correlated, with those people who
were more concerned about immediate aftershocks perceiving the forecast likelihoods to
be higher than those who were less concerned. They also showed that participants’ ratings
of anxiety about the forecast, as well as their feelings of fear, nervousness and alertness
regarding the experience of the main Cook Strait earthquake itself was correlated with
perceptions of likelihood (again higher ratings for each of these were related to higher
perceived likelihoods). Although perhaps counterintuitively, there was a similar relationship
between higher ratings of relief about the aftershock statement and higher likelihood
ratings. Notably, there was no relationship between participant’s levels of concern about
the future earthquakes in the longer term and the perceived likelihood of these future
earthquakes, supporting the idea that emotions are more important for shorter term risk
perceptions and resultant perceived likelihoods of earthquakes than they are for longer
term perceptions (Dooley et al., 1992; Pennebaker and Harber, 1993).
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Both (Doyle et al., 2020) and (Becker et al., 2019) also demonstrate an important role for
past experience on perceptions of earthquake forecasts (not just the emotions associated
with these experiences). (Doyle et al., 2020) demonstrated that those that experience more
shaking during the main Cook Strait earthquake perceived significantly higher likelihoods
when viewing aftershock forecasts. In their study of information needs and perceptions of
aftershock forecasts during the Canterbury earthquake sequence, (Becker et al., 2019) also
demonstrated a role for past experience in interpretations of probabilistic forecasts. They
went on to show that information needs and perceptions of likelihood evolved through
sequence depending on the impacts people experienced and the role they played in the
event. People drew on things like the shaking they felt or the noises they heard, in
combination with reported earthquake information, to make assessments about the impact
of an earthquake and location of future events in the sequence, as well as to inform the
actions they took. These types of experiences can be characterised as “environmental
cues”, as described in the Protective Action Decision Model (PADM) of Lindell & Perry
(2012).
Other effects on interpretation of OEFs are worldviews and social norms (Doyle, McClure,
Paton, et al., 2014; Wein et al., 2016; Becker et al., 2019), people’s prior knowledge about
earthquakes, the extent to which knowledge is personalised and contextualised, and
credibility and trust (Becker et al., 2019). One possible practical approach described by
(Becker et al., 2019) is for scientists to be prepared to share their personal experiences and
emotions and help establish the social norms. They describe a ‘magnitude guessing game’
where after every aftershock people would socially try to guess the magnitude and then use
the GeoNet website to confirm it and see who was closest. It helped people get a feeling for
the scale and tie the forecasts in with their personal experiences.

10.2.7.

Impact based forecasting

Across many of the fields we’ve discussed, the need for information on impacts of
forecasted events has been highlighted. People don’t just need to know that an event is
likely to occur, they need to know what the potential impacts of that event will be, and in
turn what they should do in response to this. As we’ve discussed, a risk is not just the
hazard itself, but the combination of that hazard with the amount of things (people,
buildings, agriculture) exposed, and the vulnerability of those things to the hazard they are
exposed to. To illustrate this, consider the earthquake doublet that hit south-west Iceland,
close to the capital of Reykjavik, on 17th and 21st June 2000 respectively. The first of the
main events was registered as magnitude Mw6.5, and the second Mw6.4 (Stefánsson,
Guðmundsson and Halldórsson, 2000). There were no fatalities, although 793 buildings
experienced some damage and 30 were replaced having suffered extreme damage
(Bessason et al., 2012; Ioannou et al., 2018). Consider now the mainshock of the L’Aquila
earthquake sequence in Italy, of 6th April 2009, which was registered as magnitude Mw6.3
(Alexander, 2010). This main shock killed 308 people, injured 1500 (of whom 202 were
seriously injured) and caused serious damage to 60,000 buildings (Casarotti, Pavese and
Peloso, 2009; Volpini, 2009; Alexander, 2010). Two earthquakes of similar magnitude in two
different locations, with two drastically different outcomes. Hazard-only information would
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imply the events were very similar, but as soon as you consider the impacts, they appear
very different indeed.
Typically, communications of forecasts about hazards have been hazard- or “phenomenon-”
specific, for example what the likelihood of a particular earthquake of a particular
magnitude will be for a certain area, or what the wind speed will be for an incoming
hurricane for another. There is increasing emphasis however, on the importance of impactbased forecasting; forecasts that shift from talking about the likelihood of what a hazard will
be like, and towards the likelihood of what a hazard will do (Red Cross Red Crescent and UK
Met Office, 2018). It is hoped that this will not only improve the understanding and
preparedness of agencies and the public (and their willingness to take appropriate action to
issued warnings), but will also improve the efficacy of disaster response, and reduce its
costs.
‘Crucial evidence has been gathered to showcase the cost-effectiveness of early actions
(triggered by impact-based forecasts). Across four case-studies, Return-of-Investment ratios
ranged from USD 2.5-7.2 for every USD 1 spent on early interventions.’ Food and Agriculture
Organization. Global Dialogue Platform on FbF-Berlin 2018 , (German Red Cross, 2018)(Red
Cross Red Crescent and UK Met Office, 2018)

Comparisons between traditional hazard-based forecasts, impact-based forecasts designed
for the public, and impact-based forecasts co-designed with sector-specific users. From (Red
Cross Red Crescent and UK Met Office, 2018).

It has been shown that people are more likely to both believe and act upon a warning if they
are knowledgeable about its impacts (Perry and Lindell, 1990; Earl J. Baker, 1991; Morss and
Hayden, 2010), although it is important to note that information not just about what the
hazard’s impacts will be, but also about what people can do may be key to an audience’s
response. (Potter et al., 2018) examined the efficacy of impact-based severe weather
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warnings on people’s risk perceptions and their intent to take protective action in an online
survey of the New Zealand public. Whilst the impact-based forecast was related to higher
levels of concern and threat, as well as understanding of the potential impacts, than the
regular “phenomenon-based” forecast, this did not translate into greater intentions to act.
(Potter et al., 2018) recommend that “what to do” information is included in impact-based
forecasts and warnings to bridge this attitude-behaviour gap.
Several fields are starting to move towards impact based forecasting, including seismology
(e.g. (Iervolino et al., 2015; Chioccarelli and Iervolino, 2016)), although there has been a
particularly substantial focus in the meteorological community. The World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) suggests that many of the casualties and damages that result from
hydrometeorological events can be attributed to the gap between forecasts and the
understanding agencies and the public have of their potential impacts ((Potter et al.,
2018)(World Meteorological Organization, 2015)) and indeed evidence from both Hurricane
Sandy and Hurricane Ike in the US highlighted that people do not understand well what the
impacts of forecasted severe weather and storm surges will be (Morss and Hayden, 2010;
David P. Rogers and Tsirkunov, 2013). Resultantly, the WMO have called for a shift from
more traditional, hazard based forecasts and warnings to those that link to impacts (World
Meteorological Organization, 2015; Potter et al., 2018).
As ever, effective communication of these impact-based forecasts will be vital to their
success, and key to this will be knowing the needs of users. We recommend the “Impact
Based Forecasting Guide” by the (Red Cross Red Crescent and UK Met Office (2018) and
print below their summary of what information should be communicated, based on
questions from both public- and sector-specific users of these forecasts.
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User related questions for impact-based forecasting and warning. From “Impact Based
Forecasting Guide” by the Red Cross Red Crescent and UK Met Office (2018)
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11. Conclusions
For those wanting to communicate forecasts of seismic events, then, there is a lot that can
be learned from what is already known – from social science research, from those who
communicate forecasts in other fields, and from those who have already attempted
operational earthquake forecasting. Most of these have already been drawn together
previously by other researchers, but here perhaps we can flesh them out with more
actionable advice than usual, based on the conversations that we have had with experts and
practitioners within other fields.
1) Ensure that your audiences are as familiar as possible with what you are going to
communicate, how to interpret it, and how to act on it.
•

Work with journalists and the media (e.g. the twice-yearly workshops run by the
Storm Prediction Service in the US in which media professionals and forecasters
meet) to ensure that you are providing the information they need and that they
understand the communications and their limitations, so that they can accurately
convey the information to the public. Ensure the media are ready to interpret the
hazard into the risks for the public: what would the consequences of a seismic event
actually be, locally? Regular meetings are important as they ensure that new
journalists are trained up, and that everyone is familiar with the communications
before any event becomes ‘news’.

•

Similarly, hold regular (e.g. annual) meetings with emergency responders,
infrastructure managers, and others who would need to respond to a seismic event.
As above, ensure that you are providing the information they need and that they
understand the communications you are providing. You could consider running
practice drills to ensure that in the event of heightened activity, they all know what
actions they should take. It is important for forecasters to be aware of ‘thresholds’
that trigger different emergency responses so that the consequences of every action
or sign that forecasters might take or detect are known by everyone (as learned by
tornado forecasters in the US, where certain threshold probabilities can trigger
school closures in some states etc).

•

Produce regular (e.g. daily or weekly) forecast information, even in times where
there is no change or no significant seismic activity. This ensures that the channels of
communication are open, well-oiled, and that everyone in the chain of
communication is familiar with ‘normal’ activity and is therefore more ready to
respond to any significant changes (as learned by the UK’s Environment Agency
when communicating flood forecasts).

•

Work with schools, businesses, communities and with the media/government to
ensure that children and the public in medium or high hazard areas (or across a
whole country) know what preparations to make in the case of a raised level of alert,
and what to do in the event of an earthquake. When an earthquake occurs,
everyone needs to know instantly what to do, without having to stop and think
about it. This requires regular training from a young age. The evidence that those
who had had school training in how to respond in a storm in the US all survived an
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event when it happened, whilst there were deaths amongst those who didn’t,
suggests how important this training can be.

2) Be aware of the psychology of ‘risk’: someone’s perception of a risk is, quite rightly,
influenced by far more than just the likelihood and severity of an event.
•

Individuals’ personal vulnerability (how the event would affect them personally if it
happened, e.g. their financial situation, health status, the vulnerability of their house
to damage), their previous experience with seismic events, and how much they feel
they have responsibility and control over the outcome of an event are important
parts of how they will react to information about a risk. Instead of trying to make
people worry about an event happening, it is probably more helpful to aim for
‘resilience’ (as the UK flood resilience teams do). Ensure that people feel that there
are concrete and achievable steps they can take, individually, to protect themselves,
and to make reminders of the hazard and what actions to take a regular part of life
(e.g. through making the seismic forecast a part of the weather forecast in medium
to high hazard areas, alongside reminders of what to do in the event of an
earthquake).

•

Trust in the sources of information about the risk is very important. Try to avoid
politicisation by working with a very broad range of organisations, including religious
groups across the spectrum, all political groups, all media outlets, local community
groups and social/charitable groups. People judge communicators on what their
motivations seem to be, so ensure that there are no perceptions of conflicts of
interest: it is entirely motivated by the desire to save lives and livelihoods, and that
the actions that can be taken are individual as well as collective and societal.

3) Test all potential communications with their intended audiences to try to maximise
their ease of comprehension (and minimise the chance of misunderstandings). There are a
few particular areas that are worth considering:
•

Work with others to help communicate the potential impacts of forecast events, not
just the event itself. Learn from the experience of the winter storm forecasters in the
US who warned that a storm was coming, but the public didn’t anticipate what exact
challenges, risks and impacts that weather would bring.

•

Small numbers are very hard to understand. Ways to avoid tiny (and hence
meaningless) absolute risks are to communicate relative risks, represent the
numbers in a graphical way (e.g. through colours or points on a scale), use a larger
time frame over which they are being considered, give the numbers context in the
form of comparators (e.g. ‘as likely as…’ or ‘similar to the event in 1956’). However,
each of these will have a different effect on the audience so need to be empirically
tested.

•

Give people context to help them understand the risk, such as examples from the
past with which to compare the predicted future (e.g. showing what the seismic
activity has been over the past year, or during a period of seismic activity that would
be familiar to them).
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•

Do not use verbal terms (e.g. ‘likely’, ‘severe’) without a cue as to the numerical
likelihood or impact that they represent – different people will interpret words in
different ways.

•

Too much information at once makes it much more likely that the important
message will be lost. Design your communications so that people get only the
information they need to make their key decisions first, and then allow them to drill
down to more detail if they want. For example, do they need information across a
broad geographical area (in which case a map might be most helpful), or do they
need information only about a small geographic area, but in more detail or over time
(in which case a timeline might be most helpful). What level of event do they need to
know about (any felt event, or only above a certain threshold of impact)?

•

What time period do your different audiences want/need the forecast to cover?
Over what time period does it become too uncertain/too little trusted to be of use?

•

Graphics are very useful, and familiarity of a graphical format makes it much easier
for people to understand ‘at a glance’. Weather forecasts, using certain icons and
terminology, have become embedded within culture (although some aspects, such
as probabilistic information, are still widely misunderstood). Where possible use
formats or icons that are culturally familiar, but always have a text explanation
available. Where a new format promises better comprehension through empirical
testing, don’t be afraid to introduce it, but ensure that the audience are exposed to
it (with explanation) regularly and during seismically quiet times, to allow them to
become familiar with the format and how to interpret it.

•

Remember however, that not all commonly used graphical techniques are
necessarily examples of best practice. For example, according to cartographic
principles, circles of different sizes are considered a good way of conveying different
quantities on a map as it is thought that this gradation in size tunes into an intuitive
perception that bigger symbols represent higher (larger, stronger etc) values. On
this basis, such an approach is widely used in map design. However evidence
suggests that perceptual biases mean that people find it very hard to accurately
assess areas and volumes (Lipkus and Hollands, 1999). This means that representing
variation in quantities using area of circles is not likely to lead to accurate
perceptions.

•

Be very careful in the use of colours. Although ‘red/green’ may be a common way to
indicate levels of danger, it can not only produce misperceptions (that ‘green’ is
‘safe’) but also is difficult for those with different forms of colour blindness. Colour
gradient scales should also be chosen carefully to avoid artifacts of perception that
seem to create banding rather than indicating a smooth gradient.

•

Ensure that behavioural advice is given alongside the forecast, telling people what
action they should take as a result of the forecast (reminding them that a highimpact event can occur at any time), as the UK Met Office has learned is helpful for
their forecasts.
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•

One communication method rarely suits all. Expert audiences and lay audiences
interpret things differently; emergency responders and the public have different
information needs; people with different experiences of the hazard are likely to
respond differently. Be prepared to have several different types of communication,
and where possible to allow people to choose which they want (e.g. different
presentations on a website or app).

•

Give quantified uncertainties in the form of a range (or represent the range
graphically – what format you use will need testing), but also be careful to warn
people of the unquantifiable uncertainties and that seismic events are inherently
unpredictable. Although weather forecasters have been wary of using probabilistic
forecasts, and they can be misunderstood, there is evidence that a public audience
make better decisions when armed with probabilities than deterministic forecasts
(although using low absolute probabilities may be tricky). Here training and working
with the media to help them phrase the probabilities and give regular translations of
what they mean in lay language in their communications may help.

•

Be as transparent as possible about the information available to you. You might
consider following the UK Environment Agency’s lead in allowing public access to the
readings on individual sensors via their website, so that they can see the raw data
and the sensors most local to them.

•

Consider communicating information about likely timings. Although it is not possible
to forecast when a seismic event may occur, it may be useful for audiences to know
how long seismic events usually last, and how long they should wait after an event
before leaving a place of safety (as was found by the US tornado forecasters), or
starting emergency support etc. (as was found by USGS in their trials of operational
earthquake forecasting).

•

Expect to have to provide a personal interpretation service for those who are
concerned and want to check with a ‘real person’ how to interpret the forecast
(particularly in times of heightened seismic activity). If this is outsourced to a media
or communications centre they need to have the expertise to do the interpretation
accurately.

•

Consider ‘prebunking’ common misinformation/misunderstandings.

4) Don’t confuse ‘everyday’ forecast communications with warnings. The two have
different aims (forecasts are providing regular information, warnings are there to trigger
behaviour) and hence use very different communications strategies.
This review has been specifically about forecast information, and whilst it occasionally
touches on warnings and ensuring that forecasts are understandable and actionable when
they are providing a warning, this is different from providing emergency information (e.g.
Earthquake Early Warning), so this review should not be considered a reference for those
designing emergency and warning messages.
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